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ABSTRACT
With the advancement of the MS techniques, the throughput and coverage of the untargeted
metabolomics have been greatly improved, making it a powerful tool for screening altered
metabolites associated with phenotypes or simulations. Tens of thousands of metabolites could be
detected in one run and quantitively measured as the peak areas of the MS features. Due to the nature
of the quantitation, the precision of the quantitation is affected by a variety of factors, such as the
batch effects, the ionization efficiency, and the dilution effects. To combat these unwanted variations,
several data processing and pretreatment steps are needed, and multiple algorithms have been
developed. However, until now, there was no widely accepted workflow for the untargeted
metabolomics data analysis. On the one hand, limited options of data analysis algorithms were
implemented in the integrated pipelines without systematic evaluation of their performance. On the
other hand, the users were encouraged to try different data processing algorithms to choose the best
one.
In this study, I developed an expert analysis system, MetaboPro, for untargeted metabolomics data,
in which multiple approaches were implemented, and systematic evaluations were provided. I showed
that there is no single solution to the missing value imputation, batch effects removal, sample
normalization, transformation, and scaling, because the performances of different approaches for
these analyses varied a lot, and no approaches always outstand the other on different datasets. I
reviewed and compared the existing evaluation criteria for each step of analysis and implemented the
commonly used data analysis approaches and evaluation criteria into MetaboPro. Besides, I also
developed a stepwise imputation strategy by classifying the missing values into three classes and
imputing according to their origin, which greatly improved the imputation accuracy.
This expert analysis system may serve the community in at least three ways: firstly, MetaboPro
provides guidance of the necessity of each data processing and how to evaluate the processing
outcome step by step, which benefits new users to better understand the data analysis. Secondly, this
integrated tool greatly improves the robustness of the statistical outcome, leading to precise
interpreting of the phenotypes. Finally, this study will advance the development of untargeted
metabolomics data analysis and speed up the formation of a widely accepted workflow.
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ABBREVIATIONS
NMR: nuclear magnetic resonance
LC-MS: liquid chromatography–mass spectrometry
GC-MS: gas chromatography–mass spectrometry
TM: truly missing
LIM: low intensity induced missing
UM: unclear missing
MCAR: missing completely at random
MAR: missing at random
MNAR: missing not at random
kNN: k-nearest neighbors
MF: missforest
RMSE: root mean square errors
PCA: principal component analysis
PLS-DA: partial least squares discriminant analysis
PPCA: probabilistic PCA
SVD: singular value decomposition
cZero: values close to zero
IA: imputation accuracy
DAF: differential abundance features
QC: quality control
QCRSC: quality control-robust spline correction
QCSVR: quality control-support vector regression
PQN: probabilistic quotient normalization
VSN: variance stabilization normalization
SVA: Surrogate Variable Analysis
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
Untargeted metabolomics is a very powerful tool for screening and discovering biological meaningful
metabolites responding to experimental factors 1. With the advances of technical platforms, databases
and statistical approaches, untargeted metabolomics has been widely applied in various domains,
including mammals, plants, microbes, and environmental systems, especially in the studies of human
diseases, biomarker screening, and association between the environment and genotypes 2. Combined
with other Omics, such as genomics and proteomics, metabolomics can help us better understand
biological processes.
There are three main platforms for untargeted metabolomics studies: nuclear magnetic resonance
(NMR), liquid chromatography–mass spectrometry (LC-MS), and gas chromatography–mass
spectrometry (GC-MS). In NMR, a metabolite is represented by the chemical shifts and the signal
intensities, while in LCMS and GCMS, a metabolite is represented by three descriptors, the retention
time, the mass to charge ratio, and the signal intensities. In these platforms, the quantitative
measurement of the metabolites’ intensities is achieved by calculating the peak area of the
corresponding MS features, which is supposed to be positively correlated to the metabolite
concentration. The main advantage of the metabolomics profiling is high throughput and coverage.
Tens of thousands of metabolites can be quantitatively measured in one LC-MS run, which greatly
improves the power and applicability of untargeted metabolomics profiling. However, the increase in
data size and the confounding noise and variations also present a significant challenge to the statistical
analysis3.
Since the quantitative measurement of the MS feature is solely represented by the peak area in the
untargeted metabolomics studies, the MS signals are inevitably subjected to a variety of noise and
variances, such as severe missing values, the decrease of responding rates due to long acquisition
time, and the ionization difference among metabolites. According to De Livera et al. 4, the observed
MS signals in untargeted metabolomics datasets are a combination of the biological variations relating
to the study design, the systematic experimental variations, the unwanted biological variation and the
random noises. To obtain the clean data, it is necessary to perform the data preprocessing to remove
the variations not related to the true biological difference, such as the batch effects and the
concentration differences among samples (Figure 1A). It is merit to note that the clean data cannot be
9

directly applied for downstream analysis because of the scale difference in signal intensities among
the MS features and the biased data distribution, which lower the power of statistical analysis 5. A
data pretreatment step is needed to bring all the MS features to similar weights and adjust the leftcensored distribution to the normal distribution, which fits the underline hypothesis of the most
statistical model (Figure 1B). Lastly, the statistical analysis is applied to identify the differential
abundant MS features (DAF) or to develop a model to precisely predict the phenotype of the new
samples. For each statistical approach, there are some assumptions of the datasets, such as the
normality and the homogeneity. If these assumptions are not met, the power of the statistical analysis
decreases and the risk of false discovery increases. Thus, it is important to check the characteristic of
the datasets and apply the appropriate statistical approaches to achieve reliable conclusions.

Figure 1. the unwanted variations and noises in metabolomics datasets. (A) the subtypes of unwanted
variations. (B) the scale difference and biased distribution of MS features.
To address these unwanted variations and precisely identify the metabolites responding to the study
design, four main steps, including missing value imputation, data processing, data pretreatment and
statistical analysis, are necessary for untargeted metabolomics data analysis. As shown in Figure 2
the four main steps can be further divided into several sub-steps, and in each sub-step, there are many
approaches available and several factors have to be considered. In most cases, the selection of the
approaches could have a significant influence on the statistical outcome, and the inappropriate
implementation of data processing, pretreatment, and statistical analysis may lead to biased
conclusions. For example, Oh et al.

6

claimed that the screening of the DAFs is sensitive to the

selection of the missing value imputation methods. Gromski, et al. 7, 8 concluded that both the missing
values imputation strategies and the scaling approaches have a significant impact on the classification
accuracy of the supervised multivariate models. Due to the difference of various datasets and the
diversity of the underline theories behind the algorithms of statistical approaches, there is no single
10

solution to each step of the data analysis. For instance, Webb-Robertson et al.

9

evaluated ten

imputation approaches on three LCMS datasets and concluded that there is no single solution to the
missing values imputation. Li et al. 10 claimed that the sample normalization performance depended
heavily on the nature of metabolomics datasets and summarized five criteria for the normalization
performance evaluation. Vinaixa

11

reviewed the existing univariate analysis approaches and

proposed a framework listing the essential considerations for selection of the univariate analysis
appropriates. In summary, in each step of the untargeted metabolomics data analysis, there is no
widely accepted processing approach. The optimal handling should be determined according to the
intrinsic data characteristics, the assumptions of statistical approaches and systematic evaluations are
needed to ensure the robustness of each step of the analysis.

Figure 2. The steps, considerations, and available tools for untargeted metabolomics data.
Multiple steps and systematic evaluations are required in untargeted metabolomics data analysis to
ensure robust conclusions. It is impractical for common users to review all the approaches and assess
the performances all by themselves, and the integrated pipeline is needed to facilitate untargeted
metabolomics data analysis. Currently, several integrated pipelines have been developed for
metabolomics analysis, and most of the pipelines have implemented the data processing, pretreatment
and the statistical analysis steps (Table 1). However, there are two limitations of these pipelines.
Firstly, in most pipelines, limited number of data preprocessing, pretreatment and statistical analysis
approaches were included. For example, in MetFlow 12, only Mean, Median and SUM 13 are available
11

for sample normalization, while the other commonly used approaches are not included. Secondly, no
or limited evaluations were provided to guide users to select the best approach. For example, in
MetaboAnalyst 14, there are seven normalization approaches, four scaling, and two transformations
available. It is very difficult for common users to determine which combination is the optimal one.
What’s more, after implementing these normalization and scaling approaches, there is no effective
way for the users to validate that the unwanted biological difference among the samples and the scale
difference among the MS features have been correctly and properly removed.
Table 1. Qualitative assessment of existing integrated metabolomics pipelines
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With the existence of the noise signals and the unwanted variances, it is vital to apply appropriate
data processing approaches to the complex metabolomics data to extract meaningful results.
Unfortunately, there are no widely accepted standard pipelines for analyzing these complex and highdimensional data. Thus, in the following part, I review the challenges of untargeted metabolomics
data analysis, the available data processing, pre-treatment, and statistical analysis approaches.
Moreover, I discuss the considerations of the selection of the analysis approaches and offer guidance
on how to make decisions in each step of the analysis.

1.1 Challenge of pre-processing in metabolomics analysis
1.1.1

Missing value

1.1.1.1 The origin and impact of missing values
Missing values are non-detects of MS signals in the samples, often marked as “NA”. It is observed
in almost all kinds of datasets, as well as in omics datasets. It is estimated that the metabolomics
datasets containing more missing values than other omics datasets, occupying as much as 20% in
total and affecting 50-80% of MS features

15

. Generally, there are three main sources of missing

values: (1) the concentrations of some metabolites are relatively low, resulting in MS signals lower
than the detection limits. (2) Some metabolites may only exist in one biological group due to the
different stimulations. For example, the drug compounds may only be found in the treated group of
mice, not in the healthy control group. (3) Some random errors, such as iron suppression, or failures
in peak picking may also introduce missing values. According to Robbins 16, the pattern of missing
values could be missing not at random (MNAR) if the missing values are caused by low intensity
while the random errors caused missing could be missing at random (MAR) or missing completely
at random (MCAR). The existence of missing values hinders the application of most statistical
approaches, lower the power of statistical outcome and may even lead to biased conclusions if not
properly processed.

1.1.1.2 The possible ways to deal with missing values
Currently, a variety of approaches have been proposed for missing value imputation. These
imputation strategies can generally be grouped into five classes: (1) simple imputation with a constant
13

value, such as the mean, median, or minimum value imputation; these imputations are criticized for
biasing the true means and standard deviations 17. (2) Local structure-based imputation, including knearest neighbors (kNN), local least square (LLS)

18

, which estimates the missing values through

linear regression based on a subset of the most correlated MS features. (3) Global structure-based
imputation, such as Probabilistic principal component analysis (PPCA)

19

and Bayesian principal

component analysis (BPCA) 19, which applies dimension reduction analysis to the incomplete dataset
with missing values and the missing values are iteratively reconstructed through the expectation
maximization algorithm. (4) Machine learning-based imputation, such as MissForest (MF) 20. In MF,
each MS feature in the dataset is set as the outcome and a random forest is fitted to it. The missing
values in the MS feature are then predicted using the random forest iteratively. These methods are
often computationally intensive, which hinder their application to large datasets. (5) Left-censored
imputation methods, including Mindet

21

and QRLIC

22

. These methods assume that the missing

values in the metabolomic dataset are caused by low intensity and thus should be imputed with values
lower than the detection limit. Since the underline theories behind each imputation strategies vary
significantly, and different metabolomic datasets have their specific missing pattern, different
imputation approaches may generate inconsistent imputation results. It is important to distinguish the
best imputation algorithm for a specific metabolomic dataset.

1.1.1.3 Limitations of the current missing value imputation approaches
As I have discussed above, the five classes of imputation approaches have diverse assumptions of the
missing patterns and varied imputation strategies. In untargeted metabolomics datasets, the missing
pattern is complex, with at least three sources of missing values. An imputation without the
consideration of the origin of the missing values may lead to a poor result. For instance, the kNN is
reported to work well on the MCAR/MAR missing patterns, but poorly on the MNAR 25. However,
most of those imputations, except the Mindet and the QRLIC, are not designed for the metabolomics
datasets, which do not take the missing patterns of metabolomics datasets into consideration. The
Mindet and QRLIC assume that the missing values are mainly caused by the low intensities and
impute the missing values with small values, which may be oversimplified as there are also random

14

error induced missing. Hence, imputation the missing values according to their origins may be a
promising area and better fit the untargeted metabolomics datasets.

1.1.1.4 The evaluation of missing value processing
Evaluation of the imputation performance has always been a challenge since the true values behind
the missing values are often unknown. An alternative way is to compare the performance of missing
value imputation on simulated datasets, in which the missing values are artificially introduced into a
complete dataset, and the imputation performances are determined by comparing the imputed results
to the complete dataset. Root mean square error 23 (RMSE) is a commonly used measurement of the
similarity between the imputed and original datasets. One concern about the simulation is that the
patterns of the artificially introduced missing values cannot always well represent the patterns in the
real-life datasets, limiting the applicability of the conclusions drawn from RMSE. The classification
accuracy 8, 24, which measures how imputation improves the ability of the supervised model to predict
the biological groups of the new samples, was proposed to assess the imputation performance on real
datasets. This evaluation is based on the hypothesis that if the missing values are well imputed, it
could reduce the noise signals and better recover the real biological difference, resulting in better
classification accuracy. However, this measurement is limited by the low sensitivity as the
classification accuracy is an indirect measurement to the imputation performance and is influenced
by a variety of factors, such as the true biological difference among the biological groups. Gromski
et al.

8

calculated the classification accuracies of six imputed results, which is indistinguishable

among different imputation methods. Hence, new evaluation criterion is needed to aid the selection
of best imputation strategy on real datasets.

1.1.2 Batch effects
1.1.2.1 The origin and classification of batch effects
In a large-scale metabolomics study, the samples are often collected and analyzed on several different
batches, resulting in variations in MS signals relating to the experimental operators, reagent batches,
and injection orders 26. The batch effects are largely composed of two parts: the between batch effect
and the within batch effect 27 or injection order variation 28. The between batch effects are systematic
15

differences caused by the independent acquisition of samples in various batches, while the within
batch effects are often observed as the changes in the MS signals response over injection order in the
same batch. The statistical analysis without proper management of batch effect may lead to biased
conclusion, one critical step of the metabolomic data analysis is to remove these batch effects without
distributing the real biological variance.
1.1.2.2 The approaches for batch effects correction
To address these batch effects, several approaches have been developed. One of the commonly used
approach is to include internal standards, in which the batch effects could be estimated and removed
by calibrating to the signals of these internal standards 29. However, it is difficult to select a group of
internal standards that can fit all metabolites. The sample wise normalization methods, such as the
SUM, PQN 30, are also suggested for batch correction, and the batch effects are removed by bringing
the total intensities of all the samples to a similar level. Quality control (QC) samples-based
approaches are also widely adopted, the QC-RLSC 2, and QC-SVR

31

are two representative

approaches. These methods model the variations of the MS features in the QC samples as batch effects
and extract them from the test samples. There are also some correction methods initially used in
genomics data work well on metabolomics data, such as Combat
Analysis (SVA)

34

and Ber

35

32

, Limma 33, Surrogate Variable

. Most of them use two-way ANOVA, while Combat applies an

empirical Bayes method to calibrate MS signals into a linear model that contains both the biological
and batch covariates. Due to the variance of batch effects in different datasets and the theories behind
the correction strategies varied to each other, the performance of the batch effects removal approaches
varied a lot on different datasets. It is important to select the optimal batch correction approach to
ensure the robustness of the statistical analysis.
1.1.2.3. The evaluation to batch effects correction
Currently, several evaluation strategies have been proposed to assess the batch effects. The first
strategy is to use the QC samples. Since the QC samples are technical replicates acquired at a
consistent interval during the MS analysis, the variation in the QC samples could be used to model
both the between and within batch effects and the evaluation is based on the reduction that the better
the batch effects are removed, the higher the consistency among the QC samples would be. Wang et
16

al.

28

proposed three measurements based on QC samples: 1) the reduction of the relative standard

deviation of the MS features in QC samples, 2) the correlation coefficients among the QC samples
and 3) the size of the cluster of the QC samples on the PCA plot. To better assess the removal of the
within batch effects, Wang et al.

28

and Sanchez-Illana et al.

37

proposed the measurement of the

correlation between the injection orders and the projection of the QC samples on PC1. The
measurement is successful on some datasets but may fail if the batch effects are not mainly explained
on PC1. The second strategy for batch effects evaluation is to use real samples, and the hypothesis is
that samples from the same biological group should not be significantly different since these samples
are randomly assigned into different batches. Wehrens et al. 38 developed two measurements based
on real samples: 1) the overlap of the samples from different batches on PCA score plot and 2) the
reducing of the within-group variance after batch effects correction. The fundamental question is that
whether the QC sample-based and the real sample-based evaluations are independent? Do both of
them are sufficient for the batch effects assessment, or a combination of the two strategies is necessary?
1.1.2.4. Limitations of the batch effects evaluation and available tools
Although a variety of measurements for checking the existence of batch effects have been proposed,
it is unclear if these evaluations end up with a similar conclusion. Besides, most of the proposed
measurements focus on the between batch effects, while not the within batch effects removal. The
reported measurement for within batch effects

37

, which estimates the correlation between the

injection order and PC1 scores, suffers from a high risk of failure if the within batch effects are not
represented by the PC1. Hence, it is necessary to establish systematic evaluation criteria by comparing
the existing between batch effects measurement and develop robust measurements for the within
batch assessment.

In most widely used integrated pipelines, the option for the batch correction in these pipelines is often
limited without systematic performance evaluation. To overcome this problem, Manimaran
developed BatchQC 39, in which the Combat and SVA are implemented, while the commonly used
methods such as QCRSC, Limma, and Ber are not included, and the performance is solely evaluated
by the between batch effects removal. Above all, comprehensive evaluation criteria and an easy to
use tool are needed to aid the selection of batch effects removal approaches.
17

1.1.3

Sample normalization

1.1.3.1 The necessity of sample normalization
In metabolomics studies, one of the main goals of statistical analysis is to compare the samples from
different groups and find out the differential MS features. An important assumption for metabolomic
data analysis is that all samples are comparable with each other. In other words, the total amount of
the metabolites should be almost the same. To ensure this premise, equal sample volume or weight is
used. Unfortunately, the sample concentration varied a lot among samples, making the total amount
of metabolites incomparable despite the insurances of the same volume/weight. For example, the
concentration difference between two urine samples could be as large as 14 folds 13, leading to diverse
total metabolites in the same volume of urine. These biological variations, which are not associated
with the study design, may confound the real biological variances and lower the statistical power to
identify the important metabolites related to the experimental factors. For instance, if the intensity of
a metabolite in sample A is two times higher than that in sample B, it is hard to tell whether this
difference is caused by the study design or by the concentration difference between the two samples.
Thus, a process to equalize the total metabolites in the samples is needed, termed as sample
normalization 40.

1.1.3.2 The strategies for sample normalization
To improve the comparability among samples, two strategies, namely experimental-driven and datadriven correction, have been proposed

41

. The experimental-driven approaches try to adjust the

concentration of samples according to specific measurements, such as the absorbency of the samples
or the creatinine in the urine samples

13

. However, none of these measurements is the direct

measurement of the total metabolites, and a data-driven approach is suggested to be applied after the
experimental-driven approach. The commonly used data-driven approaches include the SUM, Mean,
Median

36

, Probabilistic Quotient Normalization (PQN)

normalization (VSN)

43

30

, Quantile

42

and variance stabilization

normalization. The SUM, Mean and Median normalization assume the

total/mean/median signals are the same among all study samples and a dilution coefficient is
determined correspondingly. While the PQN calculates the dilution coefficient based on all the MS
features to infer the most proper dilution coefficient, which is regarded as more stable and robust.
18

The Quantile normalization was initially used for oligonucleotide array data
application in NMR and LCMS data

45

44

, and also found

to remove the unwanted biological variance. It aims at

achieving a similar distribution of MS signals across all biological samples. Lastly, the VSN
normalization is a non-linear approach aiming at keeping a constant variance of the whole dataset.
VSN applies the logarithm to the large values to remove heteroscedasticity and linearly transform the
small values to make variance unchanged. Since the underline algorithms of these sample
normalization approaches significantly varied, their performance on different datasets varied a lot
from each other and dependent heavily on the nature of the datasets 10.

1.1.3.3 Evaluation to sample normalization
The sample normalization has received wide attention, and a series of evaluation criteria and tools
have been reported, such as the NOREVA

10

, NormalizeMets

46

, MetabogroupS

47

. At least five

criteria have been proposed for sample normalization, including A) the approach’s capability of
reducing the within-group variance measured by relative standard variation (RSD). The underline
hypothesis is that if the samples are more comparable to each other, less fluctuation would be
measured within the same biological group. B) the influence of the sample normalization methods on
DAFs, the more DAFs, the better the sample normalization approach. This criterion is not direct and
strong evidence of the sample normalization performance because the true number of the DAFs is
unknown, and the number of DAFs not only dependents on the biological difference but also the
statistical approaches. C) the consistency of identifying DAFs among the different subsets of the
whole datasets; D) the approach’s impact on the classification accuracy of the supervised models. E)
the similarity between the normalized and the referent data, which is only useful when the internal
standard metabolites are available, and the internal standards corrected dataset is used as the golden
standard to evaluate different approaches. Although a variety of the sample normalization approaches
and evaluation criteria have been proposed, these approaches and criteria were not commonly
included in the integrated pipelines, limiting their applicability to complex metabolomics datasets.

1.2 Challenge of data pre-treatment

19

After the missing value processing, batch effects removal, and the sample normalization, a clean data
without obvious unwanted variance is obtained. However, this clean data could not be used directly
for statistical analysis because of the scale difference in MS signal among MS features and the biased
distribution. The scale difference is often observed in metabolomics datasets as the difference in
orders of magnitude among the MS intensities, and this difference may significantly reduce the
statistical power of the multivariate analysis. For instance, in an untargeted metabolomics dataset, if
the MS signals of a few MS features are two to three folds higher than the rest thousands of MS
features, the first and second principal components of the PCA model could be dominated by these
few MS features. In other words, the contribution of the rest thousands of MS features is much less
than the few high-intensity MS features. There are two main sources of scale difference: firstly, the
concentration of the metabolites varied a lot in samples; secondly, the ionization and responding rates
varied among MS features, resulting in significant intensity difference. The scale difference should
be corrected because it is not a reflection of the concentration difference, but the difference in
ionization and responding rates. Besides, the low-intensity MS feature may also have a significant
biological influence. Hence, it is necessary to bring the MS features to a similar level of weights
during multivariate analysis through scaling and transformation.
Another factor hinders the direct use of clean data for statistical analysis is that the intensities of the
MS features are mostly left-censored distributed. While most of the statistical analyses, such as the
Student’s t-Test and the principal component analysis (PCA), require the input data to be normally
distributed. The left-censored distribution could reduce the power of the statistical analysis, lower the
robustness of the outcome and increase the rates of false positives/negatives. As shown in Figure 3,
the application of the transformation could bring the left-censored distribution to near normal
distribution and reduce the scale differences. The centering followed the transformation could bring
all MS features to the same means and further eliminate the scale difference. Hence, it is necessary
to adjust the data scale and distribution to ensure robust statistical outcomes.

20

Figure 3. Transformation and centering to the MS features. Adapted from “Statistical Workflow for
Feature Selection in Human Metabolomics Data” by Antonelli J et al., 2019, metabolites, 2019,
9(7), 143.

Transformation and scaling are two effective strategies to deal with the scale difference and biased
data distribution. A list of the commonly used transformation and scaling methods are shown in Table
2. Transformation, including the log transformation and the power transformation, can transfer the
skewed distribution to the symmetric distribution and reduce the scale difference. The log
transformation is reported to be better at these two aspects, while the power transformation can handle
the zero values 5. Scaling eliminates the scale difference among MS features by dividing the MS
signals with a scale factor, which is calculated based on the intensities of each MS features. After
scaling, the variance was converted to the difference around the scaling factors, thus eliminating the
scale difference. However, this may also enlarge the noise signals in the MS features with low MS
signals. According to the ways to determine the scale factors, there are several kinds of scaling
approaches, such as the auto, pareto, level and vast scaling. And the selection of the scaling and
transformation approaches could significantly influence the statistical outcome. For instance,
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Gromski et al. 7 argued that the commonly used auto scaling is not always the most suitable option.
The comparison of six scaling methods on four classification models showed that the selection of
scaling methods significantly influences the classification accuracy, and the optimal option is context
dependent.

Table 2. Overview of the transformation and scaling approaches. Adapted from “Centering, scaling,
and transformations: improving the biological information content of metabolomics data”, Robert A
van den Berg et al., 2006, BMC Genomics, 2006, 7:142.
Class

Method

Formula

I

Centering

𝑥̃𝑖𝑗 = 𝑥𝑖𝑗 − 𝑥̅ 𝑖

When data is heteroscedastic,
the effect of this pretreatment
method is not always
sufficient

Compare metabolites
based on correlations

All metabolites become
equally important

Inflation of the
measurement errors

𝑥𝑖𝑗 − 𝑥̅ 𝑖
(𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑛 )

Compare metabolites
relative to the biological
response range

All metabolites become
equally important. Scaling
is related to biology

Inflation of the
measurement errors and
sensitive to outliers

𝑥𝑖𝑗 − 𝑥̅ 𝑖

Reduce the relative
importance of large
values but keep data
structure partially intact

Stays closer to the original
measurement than
autoscaling

Sensitive to large fold
changes

Focus on the metabolites
that show small
fluctuations

Aims for robustness can
use prior group knowledge

Not suited for large induced
variation without group
structure

Focus on relative
response

Suited for identification of
e.g., biomarkers

Inflation of the
measurement errors

Correct for
heteroscedasticity,
pseudo scaling. Make
multiplicative models
additive

Reduce heteroscedasticity,
multiplicative effects
become additive

Difficulties with values
with large relative standard
deviation and zeros

Correct for
heteroscedasticity,
pseudo scaling

Reduce heteroscedasticity,
no problems with small
values

The choice for square root
is arbitrary.

𝑥̃𝑖𝑗 =

𝑥̃𝑖𝑗 =

II

Pareto scaling

Vast scaling

Level scaling

𝑥̃𝑖𝑗 =

𝑥𝑖𝑗 − 𝑥̅ 𝑖
𝑆𝑖

√𝑆𝑖

𝑥𝑖𝑗 − 𝑥̅ 𝑖 𝑥̅ 𝑖
∗
𝑆𝑖
𝑠𝑖

𝑥̃𝑖𝑗 =

𝑥𝑖𝑗 − 𝑥̅ 𝑖
𝑥̅ 𝑖

𝑥̃𝑖𝑗 = 10 log(𝑥𝑖𝑗 )

Log
transformation

Disadvantages

Remove the offset from the
data

scaling
𝑥̃𝑖𝑗 =

Advantages

Focus on the differences
and not the similarities in
the data

Auto

Range scaling

Goal

𝑥̂𝑖𝑗 = 𝑥̃𝑖𝑗 − 𝑥̅
̃𝑖

III
𝑥̃𝑖𝑗 = √(𝑥𝑖𝑗 )

Power
transformation

𝑥̂𝑖𝑗 = 𝑥̃𝑖𝑗 − 𝑥̅
̃𝑖

There are two ways to adjust the scale difference and data distribution, 1) only applying the scaling
or transformation approaches, and 2) applying the scaling after the transformation. It is impractical
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to apply the transformation after the scaling because scaling could result in negative values, which
could not be used for transformation. Since two transformation methods and six scaling approaches
are available, there are multiple combinations of these two strategies. However, there have been
minimal investigations of evaluation to scaling and transformation on untargeted metabolomics data
and no tools have been proposed to aid the selection of the scaling and transformation strategies. In
the integrated pipelines such as the MetaboAnalyst
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and MetFlow 12, a variety of the scaling and

transformation approaches have been implemented without systematic evaluation and the users are
recommended to try different methods to select the best one. Since the main goal of the scaling and
transformation is to adjust the biased data distribution and reduce the scale difference, the
performance might be assessed in the following ways: 1) the ratios of the MS features in a dataset
that follow the normal distribution, 2) the existence of the domination effects in the PCA model,
which could be assessed by checking the correlations between the signal intensities and the
contributions on the PCA loadings. Besides, the scaling and transformation have a significant
influence on the outcome of the statistical analysis and may introduce noise into the dataset and result
in outliers, and an outlier analysis on the PCA model is always necessary to monitor the side effects
of the adjustment.

1.3 Challenge of statistical analysis and differential feature selection
The goal of the statistical analysis in the untargeted metabolomics study could be largely grouped
into two categories: predicting the outcome of new samples and identifying the MS features
associated with a specific phenotype. The statistical approaches are broadly classified into the
univariate and multivariate analysis. The univariate analysis takes one metabolite into consideration
at each time, while the multivariate holds a whole view on the datasets. The univariate analysis
describes the extent of differential expression and the confidence of the difference, which is simple
to implement and easy to interpret. However, the univariate analysis may fail to find the conditional
significant DAFs due to ignoring the interactions among the MS features. The multivariate analysis
is powerful at handling the intercorrelations and the conditional significant. While in metabolomic
datasets, the number of the variables is much larger than that of observations, which may lead to
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overfitting, so-called the ‘Curse of dimensionality’. Vinaixa et al. 11 argued that when the number of
the variables is much larger than the samples, which is often the case of untargeted metabolomics
dataset, the performance of the model could decrease and has a high risk of overfitting. Since both
the univariate and multivariate have pons and cons, they all need to be carefully applied to avoid
misconducting.

1.3.1

Univariate analysis approaches

There are a variety of issues needed to be considered during the selection of univariate analysis
strategies, such as the study design, the number of the MS features, the distribution of the signal
intensity, and the false discovery rate (FDR) control. Vinaixa et al. 11 proposed a workflow to aid the
determination of the univariate analysis method (Figure 4). There are six steps in this workflow: 1)
remove the MS features that do not contain biological information, which could be determined by
QC samples. The MS features in the QC samples with a CV <0.2 are suggested to remain. In case the
QC samples are not available, the MS features in the real samples with a CV >0.2 are kept. 2) check
the experimental design, is the samples from the two biological groups paired or not, and the paired
test should be applied if the study follows the paired design. 3) check the normality of the data
distribution to decide the parameter/non-parameter test. The t-test requires the data to be normally
distributed if most of the MS features are not normally distributed, then the non-parameter test such
as the Wilcox test, should be used instead. 4) calculate the mean differences of the MS features from
two groups using the selected parameter/non-parameter test. 5) apply the FDR correction. The number
of the MS features and the selection of FDR correction method are two key issues affecting the FDR
results. 6) apply the foldchange cutoff and rank the importance of MS features. Unfortunately, in
most integrated pipelines, the univariate analysis did not follow this workflow, limiting the robustness
of the univariate analysis.
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Figure 4. The workflow of univariate analysis for untargeted metabolomics data. Adapted from “A
Guideline to Univariate Statistical Analysis for LC/MS-Based Untargeted Metabolomics-Derived
Data”, Maria Vinaixa et al., Metabolites 2012, 2, 775-795.

1.3.2

multivariate analysis approaches

A variety of multiple variate approaches, which initially used in other Omics, could also be used for
analyzing the untargeted metabolomics data. Several reviews have investigated the performance of
different multivariate models 3. One of the most important issues in the supervised approaches is
overfitting. To avoid this problem, the permutation test is always necessary to all supervised models.
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However, Rubingh et al. 48 argued that when the number of variables is much larger than that of the
sample numbers, the power of the permutation test could decrease, in other words, even the
permutation test result indicates the model is not overfitting, there is still high risk of overfitting.
Hence, it is necessary to control the number of MS features input into the supervised models and
carefully check the overfitting problems.

1.4 Objectives
The aim of this Ph.D. study was to develop an expert analysis system for the untargeted metabolomics
data analysis. The specific aims can be summarized as three major points listed here:
1. Development of a novel tool for missing value imputation in untargeted metabolomics
datasets.
2. Development of the systematic batch effects evaluation criteria by comparatively evaluating
the existence between batch effects measurements and proposing new within batch effects
measurement.
3. Development of an integrated pipeline, in each step of data analysis rich options are available
and systematic evaluations are implemented to aid the achievement of robust results.
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3. RESULTS
Part one. The establishment of an integrated untargeted metabolomics pipeline
Result summary of Article 1:
As I have mentioned in the introduction section, in the reported integrated pipelines, many of the data
processing, data pretreatment approaches were not included, which limited their applicability to
complex datasets. Hence, I developed the metaX (Figure 5), which provides multiple choices to deal
with the complex scenario of the untargeted metabolomics datasets, and the main results are listed as
follows:
 The qualitative comparison of the functions included in metaX with other reported pipelines
showed that metaX was one of the most comprehensive pipelines, in which six missing value
imputation, three batch effects removal, four sample normalization, two transformations, six
scaling approaches have been implemented in metaX. Besides, metaX also provided multiple
options in functional analysis, such as the correlation network analysis and pathway analysis;
 Quality control is vital to ensure reliable results. MetaX provides easy and quick control by
checking eight measurements relating to the repeatability of the data before and after the data
processing.
 A demo dataset from a coronary heart disease (CHD) study was used to demonstrate the
usability of metaX.

Figure 5. The workflow of metaX.
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The main advantage of metaX is that many options were implemented, which facilitates the need for
customizing the pipeline according to the research requirements. While the limitation of metaX
derives from the multiple choices and a lack of guidance in each step of the analysis, and a more
comprehensive pipeline is needed.
In this paper, I reviewed the existing strategies for data processing, tested metaX using two publicly
available datasets, developed the user-interface of metaX, and revised the manuscript.

Part two. A novel strategy for missing values imputation and evaluation to imputation results
Result summary of Article 2:
In this article, we reported a stepwise imputation tool termed as SIM (Figure 6). In SIM, the missing
values are firstly classified into truly missing (TM), low intensity induced missing (LIM), and unclear
missing, which are imputed with corresponding optimal approaches. The main results are listed as
follows:
 The definition of the TMs, LIMs, and UMs. The TMs are missing values missed completely
in one biological group but observed in more than 50% of samples in other groups. Since the
TMs are caused by the absent of metabolites, they should be replaced with values close to
zero (cZero). The LIMs refer to the missing values origin from low intensity. If the largest
observed value of a MS feature from a certain group of samples are lower than the 10%
quantile of the whole dataset, the missing values in this MS feature are classified as LIMs.
The Min imputation, which is designed for the low intensity induced missing, is applied for
LIMs imputation. The remaining missing values without clear missing resources are classified
as UMs, and kNN is recommended for UMs imputation.
 The existence of TMs, LIMs, and UMs in real datasets. Four publicly available untargeted
metabolomics datasets were recruited in this study. According to the classification criterion
of missing values, a few TMs were observed in dataset 3 and 4. The LIMs occupied 33%56%, while the UMs accounted for 44%-64% in the four datasets.
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 Determination of the best imputations for TMs, LIMs, and UMs. Five imputation approaches
were applied to the TMs imputation on dataset 4, except cZero, none of the imputed results
of kNN, MF, PPCA, Mindet were close to zero. To assess the imputation to LIMs, a simulated
dataset was built in two steps:1) a complete dataset was obtained by removing the MS features
containing missing values in dataset 4; 2) the values at the lower 1% or 2% quantile were
removed. The introduced missing values were imputed using five approaches, and the
performances were evaluated by comparing the imputed and the true values. The imputed
results of the kNN, MF and PPCA were much larger than the true values, while that of Mindet
and Min were comparable to the true values. The simulated datasets were also employed for
UMs assessment. The UMs were mimicked by randomly removing 1% or 2% observed values
in the complete dataset and imputed using four strategies respectively. To avoid the bias of
the randomness, this procedure was repeated 100 times. The comparison between the imputed
and true values showed that imputed values of MF and kNN were closest to the true values,
while those of Mindet were much smaller than the true values. Since the kNN is much faster
than MF, it is recommended for UMs imputation.
 SIM outstands other imputation approaches concerning imputation accuracy. The
performances of SIM, kNN, PPCA, MF and Mindet were compared on the four untargeted
metabolomics datasets with a varied amount of missing values. The imputation accuracy (IA),
which measures the similarity of the imputed and observed values in the samples from the
same biological group, was used to assess the imputation performance. In spite of the varied
missing values, the IAs of the SIM on all four datasets were the smallest compared to that of
the rest imputation approaches. The performance of kNN and MF were dataset dependent,
good on dataset 3 and poor in 1-2, while the PPCA and Mindet were globally unstratified.
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Figure 6. The workflow of SIM.
In summary, in this study, I proposed a new imputation strategy to classify the missing values in
untargeted metabolomics datasets into different types and impute accordingly, which achieves higher
precision compared to the existing methods.
In this paper, I proposed the idea of stepwise imputation, contributed to the codes of SIM, and wrote
the manuscript.

Part three. Evaluation of batch effects removal
Result summary of Article 3:
Although several batch-correction approaches have been proposed, there are no commonly acceptable
evaluation criteria to select the optimal batch correction strategy. Here, I developed an online tool for
batch effects removal, termed as BCM (Figure 7), and the main results are listed as follows:
 The batch effects correction and evaluation strategies included in this study. Seven commonly
used batch effects correction approaches were evaluated in this study, including two QC-based
approaches, QCRSC and QCSVR, three ANOVA-based approaches, Limma, Ber and SVA,
two other methods Combat and EigenMS. Six measurements were used to evaluate the
performance of batch effects correction. Three out of six measurements are QC-based
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assessments, including a) the mean relative standard deviation of MS features in QC samples,
b) the distribution of QC samples in the PCA score plot, and c) the mean correlation
coefficients among QC samples. The other three are the real sample-based measurements,
including d) the overlap of samples from different batches on the PCA score plot, e) the ratio
of the MS features differentially expressed among batches, and f) the improvement of
classification accuracy after batch effects correction.
 The comparison of the six reported measurements for batch effects evaluation. The
measurement f was the classification accuracy, which was all 1 in dataset 4 and 0.27-0.29 on
dataset 2. The PCA plot of the seven corrected datasets showed that the samples from different
groups were completely separated in dataset 2 while overlapped in dataset 4, indicating
selection of the batch correction approaches did not have a significant influence on the
separation of samples in some cases and the classification accuracy was unsuitable for the
evaluating of the batch correction performance. The measurement c was the average
correlation coefficients among QC samples, the score of the seven batch correction methods
were 0.96-0.99 in dataset 4 and 0.98-0.99 in dataset 2, which was not sensitive enough to
distinguish different results. The measurement a and b, which were QC-based measurements,
showed that the QCRSC and QCSVR were the best on dataset 2 and 4. In contrast to
measurements a and b, measurements d and e, which utilize the real samples to assess the
batch effects, showed that the samples from different batches were not completely overlapped
on QCRSC and QCSVR corrected dataset, and a few features in the QCRSC and QCSVR
corrected datasets were still significantly differential among batches.
 A measurement was proposed to evaluate the within batch effects by calculating the ratios of
MS features that had a correlation coefficient larger than 0.6 between the injection order and
signal intensities in the QC samples. The measurement on the four datasets showed that there
were considerable within batch effects on all four datasets, and 29%, 46%, and 19% MS
features in dataset 1, 2, and 3 showed strong within batch effects, respectively. After the
QCRSC and QCSVR correction, less than 3% MS features in dataset 2 and 3, and less than
9% MS features in data set 1 showed strong within batch effects. While ratios of MS features
showed strong within batch effects in the rest corrected results were similar to that of the
uncorrected datasets.
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 The evaluation of seven batch effects removal approaches on four publicly available datasets
using the three selected measurements showed that the Ber and Limma were the best for
between batch effects removal on dataset 2 and 3, while the Combat was the best for between
bath effects on dataset 1 and 4. The QCRSC and the QCSVR were the best for within batch
effects removal on all four datasets.
 An online tool termed as BCM was developed to aid the batch effects removal in untargeted
metabolomics datasets, and a dataset from the serum profiling of the coronary heart disease
patients was used to demonstrate the usability of BCM.

Figure 7. The workflow of BCM.
In summary, there is no single solution to the batch effects removal in the untargeted metabolomics
datasets. BCM implemented rich functions and comprehensive evaluation criteria, which could
greatly improve the robustness of the untargeted metabolomics study.
In this study, I reviewed the existing batch effects correction methods, performed the comparison of
the existing batch effects correction methods, proposed the new within batch effects correction
approach, wrote the codes of BCM and the manuscript.

Part four. Expert analysis system for metabolomics datasets
Result summary of Article 4:
An integrated pipeline, termed as MetaboPro, was proposed, in which multiple options and rich
evaluations were implemented in each step (Figure 8). An untargeted metabolomic profiling of urine
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samples from the coronary disease heart patients was used to demonstrate the reasonability and utility
of MetaboPro. The main results were listed as the following:
 Missing value processing: the missing values occupied 5% of the whole dataset, and the
missing matrix showed that the health group contained more missing values than the other.
After the TMs and LIMs imputation, the remaining UMs were evenly distributed. Four
approaches were applied for the remaining missing values imputation, and the imputation
accuracy showed that the kNN was the best one.
 Batch effects removal: the boxplot of all the MS features in QC samples showed there was
obvious batch effects, especially a strong within batch effects. Six batch effects removal
approaches were applied and compared with respect to (1) the batch overlap, (2) the ratios of
MS features differential among batches, and (3) the ratios of MS features have a correlation
larger than 0.6 between the injection order and signal intensities in QC samples. The results
showed that QCRSC was the best in all three measurements.
 Sample normalization: the boxplot of all the MS features in the real samples showed a high
diversity of the total metabolite amounts among samples probably due to the dilution effects.
Four sample normalization approaches were applied to remove the unwanted biological
variation, and the normalization performances were evaluated using (1) the classification
accuracy, (2) the reduction of the within-group variance, and (3) the PCA plot. The VSN
normalized dataset had the highest classification accuracy and the lowest within-group
variance. In consistence with the decreasing of within-group variance, the samples from the
same biological group were tightly clustered on the PCA score plots.
 Transformation and scaling: After batch effects removal and sample normalization, a clean
dataset was obtained, in which less than 10% of the MS features from the Disease and Health
group followed the normal distribution. The application of three transformations greatly
improved the ratio of normally distributed MS features. Among them, the Log transformed
dataset had the highest ratio of near 70%. To check the necessity of scaling, we checked the
existence of dominate effects by investigating the correlation of MS intensities and the
contribution of PCA loadings. The PCA score plot of the auto, pareto, range scaled datasets
were similar to that of none scaled data, while the samples could not be completely separated
after vast and level scaling. Besides, there was no dominant effect on the transformed data.
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 Statistical analysis: The log-transformed data was used for the statistical analysis. Since 70%
of the MS features followed the normal distribution, the t-test was applied in univariate
analysis. The PCA showed the samples from the two biological groups were completely
separated from each other. The PLS-DA model was validated by 200 permutation test and the
R2Y and Q2 were significantly larger than the random model. Following the criteria of 1)
foldchange >1.2 or <0.083 and 2) BH corrected p-value <0.05 and 3) VIP >1, 68 DAFs were
identified.

Figure 8. The workflow of MetaboPro.
In summary, MetPro provides rich functions to deal with the unwanted variations and noise signals,
and in each step of processing, comprehensive evaluations are provided to determine the optimal
solution, thus ensuring the robustness of the statistical outcome.
In this study, I designed the workflow of MetaboPro, compared it to the existing pipeline, developed
the codes of MetaboPro, and wrote the manuscript.
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4. DISCUSSION AND PERSPECTIVE
Untargeted metabolomics studies have been widely applied in a series of research fields. The
improvement of the technics allows the comprehensive profiling of large-scale samples, generating a
huge amount of high dimensional data. Due to the nature of the data quantitation, long acquisition
time, and the heteroscedasticity among samples, the untargeted metabolomics data is evitable subject
to tremendous noise and unwanted variation. It is very important to remove these unwanted variations
to reveal the real biological difference associated with the phenotype. Thus, a series of data processing,
pre-treatment, and statistical approaches are developed. Unfortunately, in the integrated pipelines,
only a few of these approaches are implemented. Besides, it is difficult for the users to determine
which approach is optimal to their data and whether unwanted variations are completely removed at
each step of data analysis. To address these issues, I extended current research and developed novel
tools in the following aspects:
Missing value imputation:
It is reported that there are mainly three types of missing values in the untargeted metabolomics
datasets: missing because of the experimental design, low intensity induced missing, and random
error caused missing 49. In paper two, we show that the low intensity-induced missing and the unclear
missing were two main sources of missing values, and truly missing was only observed in a few
studies. Since the missing values in untargeted metabolomics datasets have multiple origins, it raises
a question of whether a single imputation approach could properly handle all these missing values?
In paper two, we show that the optimal imputation for the TMs, LIMs, and UMs is not the same and
stepwise imputation is necessary. Since the TMs are completely missed in one biological group but
observed in the other, it is supposed to be caused by experimental design and should be imputed with
values close to zero. However, none of the commonly used imputations replaced the TMs with values
close to zero, but with values close to the observed values. In other words, the imputed values were
not significantly different from the observed values, which may lead to false-negative findings as the
TMs are caused by the absent of metabolites. According to Robin, the low intensity induced missing
values belong to missing not at random (MNAR). Using simulated datasets, we show that the
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commonly used approaches, such as kNN, PPCA failed to correctly recover the LIMs, while the
imputed values of Mindet and Min, which impute the missing data with minimum values, were close
to the true values. This result was consistent with our exception, and the reported results that the
commonly used approaches could not handle the MNAR and LIMs need to be replaced with values
from the lower end of the observed values. On the other hand, the Mindet, which is well suited for
LIMs imputation did not work for the UMs because the assumption of Mindet did not fit the origin
of UMs. Since various types of missing values exist and the optimal imputation for each type of
imputation vary, it is necessary to classify the missing values and impute them step by step.
To evaluate the imputation performance on real datasets, we proposed a criterion, termed as
imputation accuracy, which measures the similarity between the observed and imputed values in the
samples from the same biological group. The reasonability of the imputation accuracy is that the
imputed and the observed values for the samples undergone the same treatment should not be
significantly different. On all the four real datasets with different sample sizes, the SIM always
outperformed the other commonly used approaches with the highest imputation accuracy. The
protentional explanation of this phenomenon is that SIM better imputed the TMs and LIMs than the
kNN and MF and better imputed the UMs than the Mindet. For instance, on dataset 2 and 4, a
considerable amount of the kNN and MF imputed values were higher than the observed values from
the same group, while the majority of the Mindet imputed values were significantly lower than the
observed values, which again proved that the stepwise imputation was optimal for untargeted
metabolomics datasets.
The main advantage of SIM origin from the classification of the missing values. Although the low
intensity is one of the major resources of missing values, the proportion of the LIMs and UMs varied
a lot among different datasets. For example, the LIMs ranged from 36%-70% in the four datasets. In
the case of the low proportion of LIMs, the improvement of SIM could be limited.
Batch effects removal
The batch effects are commonly observed and inevitable in untargeted metabolomics data 26, which
needed to be carefully removed to ensure the robustness of the statistical outcome. Till now, multiple
batch effects correction and various evaluation measurements have been proposed. However, there is
still no widely accepted workflow for batch effects correction and evaluation, and comprehensive
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evaluation is needed. In paper three, we developed systematic criteria for the between and within
batch effects assessment and built an online tool to deal with batch effects.
There are at least six reported batch effects removal measurements available, the comparison of these
measurements on the two datasets showed that two out of six measurements were unbiased. The
classification accuracy is one of the measurements, which has been used for a variety of evaluations,
such as the performance of missing value imputation 8, the batch effects correction
normalization
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, the sample

and the scaling effects 7. the underline hypothesis is that if the noise signals were

removed, the predictive power of the supervised model could improve. However, the classification
accuracy is affected by a variety of factors, and not specific to any of these corrections, making the
classification accuracy low in sensitivity and specificity. In paper three, we showed that the
classification accuracies were one on all the seven batch effects corrected results of dataset 2.
Three out of the six measurements are QC-based assessments, which measure the mean correlation
coefficients, the mean CV, and the cluster of QC samples. The robustness of these measurements
depends on the hypothesis that the QC samples could perfectly represent the batch effects in all MS
features, which is not always true. For example, in paper three, we show that in a few MS features,
the batch differences represented by the QC samples were not the same as that represented by the
biological replicates. In this case, even the QC samples showed that there were no batch effects, while
significant batch effects could be observed on real samples. In dataset 1 and 3, the QC-based
correction approaches outperformed the rest with respect to the QC-based assessments, while the
PCA score plots of dataset 1 and 3 showed that the samples from different batches were still separated
after batch effects correction using QCRSC and QCSVR. The other two real sample-based
measurements, which estimates the batch overlap of the samples and the ratios of the MS features
differentially expressed among batches, were unbiased, as they measured the batch effects in real
samples.
The within batch effects removal: none of the above-mentioned batch effects measurements could
reflect the removal of the within batch effects. For instance, the criteria d and e, which measure the
batch overlap and ratios of the MS features differentially expressed among batches, showed that all
the batch effects were removed after the Limma correction. However, the intensities of the QC
samples were still highly correlated with the injection order, indicating the existence of strong within
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batch effects, and the criteria d and e did not reflect the extent of within batch effects. The ratios of
MS features had a correlation coefficient > 0.6 between the injection order, and intensities could be
used as a measurement for the within batch effects.
In this study, we established systematic evaluations to both the between and within batch effects
removal and built a tool to apply easily and evaluate commonly used batch effects correction
approaches.
Transformation and scaling:
The selection of the data pretreatment strategies has a dramatic influence of the statistical outcome,
and the transformation and scaling are two main classes of approaches. There are two main issues
needed to be addressed: firstly, the order of the transformation and scaling, secondly, how to
determine the optimal combination of these two data pretreatments. Currently, there is no evaluation
of whether only transformation or scaling is enough, or a combination of these two is needed. Gromski
et al. 7 compared the selection of scaling on supervised models but did not take the transformation
into consideration. In NOREVA, either transformation or scaling could be used to one dataset, and
the combination of them is not available. In this study, we suggested to perform the transformation
first and then check the necessity of scaling based on two considerations: theoretically, the
transformation should adjust the data distribution while the scaling should not. The untargeted
metabolomics datasets are mostly left-censored distributed. Hence, the transformation is always
necessary. Besides, the transformation should also reduce the scale difference to some extent.
Practically, the scaling could result in negative values, which should not be used for transformation.
To guide the selection of the transformation and scaling strategies, we proposed two measurements
to assess the transformation and two estimations to assess the scaling approaches. The ratios of MS
features follow the normal distribution, and the p-value distribution of the MS features was employed
to assess the transformation strategies, while the dominating effect and the PCA plot were used to
evaluate the scaling approaches. If there is no dominant effect in the multivariate model and the
additional scaling does not improve the model, it is unnecessary to perform the scaling.
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In summary, in this section, we claimed the right order of data pretreatment is to conduct
transformation prior to scaling. Two criteria for evaluating the transformation approaches and other
two measurements for the selection of scaling methods were proposed.
Development of integrated pipelines
In this study, we reviewed the challenges of the untargeted metabolomics studies, implemented the
commonly used data processing and statistical approaches into an integrated pipeline, termed as
MetaX. To help common researchers better analyze their data, we developed a series of evaluation
measurements for each step of untargeted metabolomics data analysis, such as the missing value
imputation, batch effects removal, sample normalization, transformation, and scaling, the improved
integrated data analysis system is termed as MetaboPro. This analysis system should serve two roles
for the research community: firstly, this analysis could act as a tutorial for the new users. During the
data analysis, MetaboPro could indicate the necessity of certain data processing, such as sample
normalization, how do different approaches perform on sample normalization, whether the samples
are comparable after the application of certain sample normalization approach. The researchers could
gain more insights and deepen their understanding of the data analysis through this step by step
process. Secondly, MetaboPro could secure more reliable and robust statistical outcomes. For
instance, in the original work 52 of the coronary heart disease (CHD) study, PCA analysis was applied
to the urine samples from the disease and health group. The samples of the two groups could not be
separated on the first components, but on the second components, and the PC1 and 2 only explained
24% of total variance, indicating the existing of noise signals and variances unrelated to the
experimental design. While in MetaboPro, after careful execution of data processing and pretreatment,
the PCA model could explain as much as 38% of the total variance, and the samples from the two
groups were nicely separated on the first component. The improvement of the statistical outcome
could be a result of better implementation of the data processing, which better interpreted the
biological phenotype.
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CONCLUSIONS
In this study, we developed a novel missing value imputation workflow, proposed evaluation criteria
to assess the performance of missing value imputation, batch effects removal, transformation, and
scaling. We developed an expert analysis system by integrating the commonly used approaches for
untargeted metabolomics data analysis and implementing evaluation measurements at each step of
the analysis. This pipeline outstands the other existing tools in several ways: firstly, multiple data
processing and pretreatment approaches were implemented to deal with the complex variations and
noises confounded in the datasets. Secondly, comprehensive evaluation measurements were provided
in each step of the analysis to ensure the robustness of statistical outcome. The main challenge of
untargeted metabolomics data analysis is to combat unwanted variations and extract meaningful
biological outcomes. Our study could greatly satisfy these needs and further reliable statistical
conclusions. Besides, the proposition/implementation of this system may improve widely accepted
statistical workflow and boost the development of statistical analysis in metabolomics studies.
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Abstract:
Background: Missing values are commonly observed in metabolomics studies, whereby proper imputation is necessary
for metabolomics informatics. Although several imputation approaches have been used, a generally acceptable
imputation is still missing.

Results: Herein, a new web tool for imputation is proposed, termed SIM, in which missing values are broadly
categorized into different classes, and stepwise imputations are applied to treat the corresponding classified missing
values. Moreover, SIM contains the functions to evaluate imputation results as well as reasonability of the differentially
abundant features. SIM utilities and other imputations were carefully examined using several published metabolomics
datasets.

Conclusion: SIM provides an easy tool in metabolomics imputation and improves the imputation results.

Keywords: missing value; metabolomics; stepwise imputation; imputation evaluation
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Background
Metabolomics is a powerful tool for globally identifying and quantifying metabolites in a biological system. At
present liquid chromatography combined with mass spectrometry (LC-MS) is a main technology in the field [1]. A
metabolomics study based upon LC-MS generates a huge dataset because of the acquisition of MS signals from complex
and structurally diverse metabolites and large number of samples. Missing values of MS signals for some metabolites in
a dataset is a common phenomenon in a metabolomics project, which leads to distortion of data distribution and variances
and hinders statistical interpretation of MS signals. As a matter of fact, missing values are commonly defined as a
nonresponse of a variant observed for one or more items in science and technology. How to handle missing values is a
tough challenge, while imputation, a process to replace missing values with substituted values, is a common approach to
deal with such challenge. Although several imputation techniques are developed and applied in metabolomics, such as knearest neighbors (kNN) [2] and singular value decomposition (SVD) [3], there is still a lack of a widely accepted
approach.

Missing values derived from complex analyses account for as much as 10% of the entire dataset in a metabolomics
project and can be divided into three basic types according to the original causes: missing due to experimental design
assigned as truly missing (TM), missing related to low abundance named as low intensity-induced missing (LIM), and
missing with unclear reasons denoted as unclear missing (UM) [4, 5]. According to Robbins’s rule [6], TMs and LIMs
belong to the missing not at random (MNAR) class because the missing values are either caused by the absence of the
metabolites or low intensity, both of which are intensity dependent, whereas UMs are regarded as missing completely at
random (MCAR) or missing at random (MAR). If an imputation is simply employed to treat missing values in
metabolomics without consideration of the different types of missing values, it may result in biased interpretation of MS
data. For example, the kNN is suitable for MCAR and MAR, but may have a poor performance on MNAR [7]. On the
other hand, the Deterministic Minimum Imputation (Mindet) [8] is designed to deal with left-censored data or MNAR,
which may be oversimplified if the dataset contains both MNAR and MCAR. Webb-Robertson et al. [9] evaluated ten
imputation methods on the same metabolomic datasets and concluded that no single imputation could provide a
satisfactory solution to all missing values. According to our view, global estimation towards the different types of missing
values is a fundamental step to achieve a satisfactory imputation in a metabolomics dataset.
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Another challenge in missing value processing is how to evaluate an imputed result. Classification accuracy [10, 11]
is often used in metabolomics studies, which estimates how imputation improves classification among several groups.
This evaluation method, however, appears to result in a lower sensitivity. For instance, Gromski et al. [10] assessed the
classification accuracy using five imputations in a dataset of cell metabolome profiling, and reported that four out of five
imputations shared relatively similar classification accuracies ranging from 92 to 98%. Normalized root mean square
errors (NRMSE) [2, 12] is another evaluation method, in which the proximity of the imputed result to the reference values
is statistically weighted. Nevertheless, in many metabolomics datasets, there is a lack of reference data. To define a
reference dataset, a simulated dataset [11] is taken for evaluation, in which missing values of different types are artificially
introduced. For example, Wei et al. [13] employed a simulated approach to four metabolomic datasets. A complete matrix
generated by removing all the incomplete MS features was set as reference data. Missing values were introduced by
randomly removing proportional data from the reference, then were imputed with a specific approach. Finally, NRMSE
was used to evaluate the closeness between the imputed and reference data. An alternative method for evaluation of
imputed result is to take replication data into consideration, in which a feature in replicates, regardless of whether it is
observed or imputed, is assumed to be comparable [14]. Proximity of the imputed to the observed values in replicates,
termed as imputation accuracy, is likely to be a criterion to evaluate the imputation performance. Generally, there seems
lack of a global evaluation tool for imputations of metabolomics data, and therefore, a combination of the advantages of
the evaluation methods described above is necessary to assess metabolomics data generated under different conditions.

In this study, we propose an imputation pipeline for metabolomics informatics, Stepwise Imputation for
Metabolomics, simplified as SIM. It is generated on Shiny, a platform for developing an interactive program in R [15].
In SIM, missing values in a metabolomics dataset are categorized into three types according to their missing patterns;
then the classified missing values are treated with the corresponding imputations. Importantly, the imputed rationality is
surveyed by multiple evaluation approaches in SIM. SIM is user friendly because the graphics interface assists
communication between software and users, while the source code for SIM placed onto GitHub is expected to undergo
further improvements by interested programmers.
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Implementation
Workflow of SIM
The infrastructure of SIM depicted in Figure 1A is basically divided into three steps, classification of missing values,
imputation in a stepwise operation, and evaluation of the imputed results. The missing values are mainly classified into
three types, TM, LIM, and UM. The imputation process is implemented in the order, TM first, then LIM, and finally UM.
SIM is written in R, and its source code is provided in Supplemental File 1 and is also loaded onto GitHub at
https://github.com/zhanlongmei/SIM.git. An online interface composed of five panels (Figure 1B) is offered at
https://stepwise-imputation.shinyapps.io/git_sim/. The two files are basically required for testing the pipeline utilities, a
file of the sample-by-feature matrix in csv format and another file for sample information in txt format. After data
uploading, the missing values are imputed using SIM and other imputation approaches, respectively, and their imputation
results are evaluated using imputation accuracy. Finally, the influence of imputation on differential analyses is assessed.

Imputation of TM values
Due to different treatments of biological groups, some metabolites or chemicals are only present in certain groups
but are completely absent in other groups. For example, metabolites derived from drugs should only be present in the
treated group and absent in healthy controls. If a MS feature is completely absent in one group but detected in the other
group with at least 50% detection rate, the feature is classified as TM. Since TMs are caused by the true absence of a
given metabolite, they should be filled with zero. However, zero may hinder some data transformations, such as log
transformation, hence, the low values close to zero (cZero) are used instead. The cZeros are generated by random sampling
from 0 to 0.01. The recognition and imputation of TMs in SIM are implemented by a custom-made R program.

Imputation of LIM values
LIMs are missing values caused by low intensity signals. If the maximum abundance of a MS feature from a certain
group of samples is lower than the 10% quantile of the entire dataset, the missing values in this MS feature are termed as
LIM. The LIMs are imputed using Min [9], which is specially designed for missing values due to low intensity in a
metabolomics dataset. Briefly, missing values in a MS feature from a specific group of samples are imputed using the
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minimum observed value from this MS feature. The program to recognize and impute LIMs is written in-house with R.
The cut-off to recognize LIMs is adjustable according to the users’ demands.

Imputation of UM values
UMs are not generated by a clearly causal factor, and kNN is recommended for UMs imputation. Thus, in SIM the
local structure-based imputation kNN is available. In addition, several popular imputation strategies are also available in
SIM, including 1) a global structure-based imputation, such as probabilistic PCA (PPCA), and 2) machine learning-based
imputation, such as missForest (MF). Several R packages are utilized to achieve the UM imputations, impute [2] for kNN,
pcaMethods [3] for PPCA , and missForest [16] for MF.

Evaluation of imputed results
Two parameters, NRMSE and imputation accuracy, are used for imputation evaluation. NRMSE measures the
numerical differences between the imputed and reference values and is calculated using the ‘missForest’ R package [16].
If the reference dataset is simulated multiple times, the NRMSE evaluation is conducted as many times as the iteration
number of simulations. Imputation accuracy for a specific MS feature is defined as the mean of the imputed values divided
by the mean of the observed values in replicates. The mean of imputation accuracies of all MS features represents the
overall performance of an imputation.

Comparison of differential abundant features (DAFs)
One core issue in metabolomics data analysis is to identify DAFs, where imputation approaches may exert a
significant influence on DAF. The DAFs are determined by a criteria of fold changes of > 2 or < 0.5 with a p value of <
0.05. The overlap of commonly shared DAFs may indicate the influence of imputation approaches on statistical outcome.
For the uncommonly shared DAFs, the intensity distribution of the imputed and observed values is provided to determine
the imputation reliability. The programs for DAF analysis and comparison are made in-house with R.

Benchmark datasets tested by SIM
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To test the utility of SIM, four datasets representing different sample types and sizes were selected (Table 1). Datasets
1 and 2 are metabolomic profiles from serum and urine samples from 59 Coronary heart disease (CHD) patients and 43
healthy controls, and the data were acquired using LC MS in the positive mode with a LTQ Orbitrap instrument (Thermo
Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA) with peak picking conducted using XCMS [17]. Dataset 3 presents metabolomic profiles
of mouse spleen tissues, 10 from acutely infected mice, 10 from chronically infected and 10 from healthy control mice.
Data were acquired in the positive mode with a SYNAPT G2 XS QTOF (Waters, UK)[18]. Dataset 4 represents
metabolomic profiles of mice serum samples, in total 18 mice with 6 acutely infected (AI), 6 chronically infected (CI)
and 6 healthy controls (Con). MS data were generated in negative mode with a SYNAPT G2 XS QTOF (Waters, UK)[19].
The peak tables and sample information of datasets 1-4 are available in Supplemental file 2.

Table 1 The information of missing values in the datasets used in this study

Experimental Dataset

Dataset1

Dataset2

Dataset3

Dataset4

Sample size

102

102

30

18

Species

human

human

mouse

mouse

Sample type

serum

urine

spleen tissue

serum

Missing ratio

1.23%

1.60%

10.09%

3.14%

Ratio of TMs

0%

0%

1%

3%

Ratio of LIMs

56%

50%

35%

33%

Ratio of UMs

44%

50%

64%

64%

Results and Discussion

Assessment of the missing values
As illustrated in Table 1, the typical metabolomics datasets were collected from two species and three sample types
with varied sample sizes. Importantly, each individual dataset contains a specific distribution of missing values. No TM
is observed in dataset 1 and 2, while dataset 3 and 4 have comparable levels of TMs. This probably reflects that samples
in dataset 3 and 4 represented different experimental conditions. For example, dataset 4 comprises profiling of serum
metabolites from mice with/without infection. Metabolites associated with inflammation may only be found in the
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infected group, but not in the healthy controls. The LIM percentages in the four datasets range from 33% to 56%, while
UM signals range from 44% to 64%, reflecting that LIMs and UMs are generally present in most metabolomics datasets.

Stepwise imputation in SIM
According to the pipeline design for SIM presented in Figure 1A, the missing values are treated in a stepwise manner,
following the order TMs, LIMs and UMs. After the imputation process, the imputed datasets are evaluated and further
used for differential abundant MS feature (DAF) analysis. To describe how SIM works for imputation, dataset 4 is taken
as a typical case that requires imputation.

As mentioned, there are three groups in dataset 4 that were generated from different infectious treatments. Six MS
features are completely absent in the AI group, two in the CI group and three in the Con group, likely to reflect the
different infection conditions. With randomly picking up three TMs, 453.0495, 385.063 and 552.0492, these TMs are
imputed by kNN, MF, PPCA, Mindet and cZero and the imputed results are shown in Figure 2A. Except for the imputed
values of cZero, the results obtained from the other imputations are far from zero, demonstrating that cZero is an ideal
imputation to treat TMs, whereas, the other imputation tools are unlikely to deal appropriately with TMs.

How is an imputation approach usable for LIMs? A simulated dataset could answer this question, at least partially.
The simulated dataset is built in three steps: firstly, a complete dataset is obtained by removing all the MS features with
missing values in dataset 4. Secondly, the LIMs are introduced by removing the values lower than the 1% or 2% quantiles
in all the MS signals. Thirdly, the simulated missing values are imputed using different approaches. The rationality of the
imputation is determined by NRMSE, which measures how close the imputed values are to the real ones. As shown in
Figure 2B, the NRMSEs of the imputed results generated from Min and Mindet are much smaller compared with those
obtained using kNN, MF and PPCA on dataset 4. Although the LIMs are defined at two levels of quantiles, 1% or 2%,
the NRMSEs from Min remain identical with the smallest values in all imputation results. Moreover, the NRMSEs
determined from kNN, MF and PPCA are not supersized because these approaches are theoretically workable on MCAR
or MAR, but not on MNAR [7]. Taken together, Min stands out as the best imputation for LIMs.
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Following a similar procedure to construct a simulation dataset as described above, the simulated UM datasets based
on dataset 4 are generated by first removing all the MS features that are not completely observed in the datasets, then
randomly introducing 1% or 2% missing values. To overcome the bias during random sampling of UMs, the random
sampling is repeated 100 times. The distribution of the NRMSEs derived from different imputations are shown in Figure
2C. In all of the imputed results, MF and kNN exhibit the smallest NRMSEs, whereas Min and Mindet show the largest
RMSEs, indicating that the Min and Mindet do not work for UMs, while both kNN and MF indeed perform an acceptable
performance for UM imputation. In addition, the kNN running is much faster than MF, hence, it may be efficient in UM
imputation.

Comparison of SIM with other imputation algorithms on real datasets
To further assess the advantages of SIM on real datasets, we compare the imputation accuracies of imputed results
generated by using SIM and other approaches published. The missing values in the four real datasets with varied missing
percentages are imputed using Mindet, kNN, MF, PPCA, and SIM imputation in parallel. The imputation accuracies with
log 2 transformation are estimated in all the four datasets and are shown in Figure 3A-D. Ideally, the ratios between the
imputed and observed values should be close to one, thus, an imputation accuracy with log 2 transformation close to zero
is expected to produce a better imputation, whereas the value far from zero is indicative of a poor approximation to the
real values. As compared with other imputations, the SIM imputation possesses the smallest variance of the imputation
accuracies in all the four datasets, revealing that the imputed values based on SIM are quite close to the real values.
Regarding the other imputations, the imputation performance of kNN and MF is dataset-dependent, good imputation for
dataset 3 and poor for dataset 2, and the imputed results generated from PPCA and Mindet are generally not satisfactory.
Taken together, SIM is capable to recover the missing values and is advantageous for analysis of metabolomic information.

SIM treatment towards a typical metabolomics dataset
As a typical metabolomic dataset, dataset 4 is treated by SIM to test all the functions in the pipeline, in which a total
of 1889 missing values are found. According to the classification criteria for missing values, 66 TM values are identified
in the three groups of AI, CI, and Con (Figure 4A). The 618 missing values are recognized as LIMs in all groups (Figure
4B). Except for TMs and LIMs, the remaining 1205 missing values are regarded as UMs. The missing values distribution
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of all missing values and the UMs are shown in Figures 4C and D. The missing values in Figure 4C display a biased
distribution, while after treatment of TMs and LIMs, the UMs appear with an even distribution (Figure 4D), indicating a
pattern closer to the MCAR pattern, which might be suitable for an imputation method such as kNN. The complete dataset,
therefore, is obtained by stepwise imputation and is further used for differential analysis.

Identification of DAFs is a main task in a metabolomic study. Since various imputation approaches might generate
differently imputed data in the same dataset, DAFs are likely to be influenced by imputation style. Another useful function
in SIM is to check the influence of imputation on the differential analysis, and to evaluate the validity of DAFs only found
in one imputed result but not the other. Dataset 4 is used to evaluate the DAF utility through comparison of the kNN and
SIM imputed results. Under the criteria of fold change > 2 or < 0.5 with p < 0.05, 267 and 301 DAFs between the AI and
CI group are found based on the kNN and SIM imputation, respectively. As shown in Figure 5A, 265 DAFs are shared
between the kNN and SIM imputed results, while 2 are uniquely identified in kNN and 36 in SIM. Whether the unique
DAF is acceptable? Since all the unique DAFs contain missing values, looking for the imputation accuracy of these unique
DAFs possibly offers an answer. Of the 36 DAFs unique in SIM, TM, LIM and UM generally exist in the unique DAFs.
TMs are found in 6 DAFs, and the imputation results elicited form kNN and SIM to these DAFs are shown in Figure 5B.
The imputed values from kNN are almost equal to the measured values, whereas, these generated from SIM are close to
zero, indicating that the inference to TMs made by kNN is inappropriate and may lead to missing DAFs. Besides, LIMs
and UMs are found in the other 30 DAFs, the distribution of imputed and observed values for the ten typical DAFs are
shown in Figure 5C. Averagely for the 30 DAFs, the imputation accuracies for these DAFs are 0.72 ± 0.37 in SIM and
4.21 ± 3.8 in kNN, suggesting that the imputed values derived from kNN are poorly comparable with the observed ones
in the replicates. Taking all the comparison together, inappropriate imputation is a plausible reason why some DAFs are
missed in the dataset impute by kNN, while SIM provides better imputation and results in reliable DAFs discovery.

Conclusions
In summary, the SIM workflow aims at automatic and correct imputation in metabolomics, in particular concerning
classification of missing values and evaluation of imputed results. Based on the simulated datasets, we provide evidence
that classification of the missing values and independent imputation are necessary because different types of missing
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values require specific treatments. The rationality of SIM imputed data is supported by its application to four different
metabolomics datasets. We envision that SIM is a useful tool for global imputation of missing values in metabolomics
informatics.
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Availability and requirements

Project name: SIM software
Project home page: https://stepwise-imputation.shinyapps.io/git_sim/
Operating system(s): Platform independent
Programming language: R
Other requirements: None
Any restrictions to use by non-academics: None
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List of abbreviations
SIM: stepwise imputation for metabolomics datasets
TM: truly missing
LIM: low intensity induced missing
UM: unclear missing
MCAR: missing completely at random
MAR: missing at random
MNAR: missing not at random
kNN: k-nearest neighbors
MF: missForest
PPCA: probabilistic PCA
SVD: singular value decomposition
Mindet: Deterministic Minimum Imputation
cZero: values close to zero
DAF: differential abundance features
NRMSE: normalized root mean square error
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Figure legends
Figure 1. The workflow (A) and online interface (B) of SIM. The missing values are categorized into three types,
TM, LIM and UM, and are imputed sequentially followed by evaluation of the imputed results.

Figure 2. Comparison of the imputed results for a simulated dataset using different imputations. (A) The
visualizing evaluation of the imputed results for TMs, (B) The NRMSE evaluation of the imputed results for LIMs,
(C) The NRMSE evaluation of the imputed results for UMs.

Figure 3. The evaluation of the imputed results for four metabolomic datasets using different imputations.
The imputation accuracies for the imputed results in dataset 1 (A), 2 (B), 3 (C) and 4 (D) using different methods
for imputation.

Figure 4. Application of SIM to dataset 4. The distribution of different types of missing values and their
imputations in dataset 4. (A) Distribution of the TMs. (B) Distribution of the LIMs. (C) Distribution of all missing
values. (D) Distribution of the UMs.

Figure 5. The influence of imputation on DAFs in dataset 4. (A) The overlap of DAFs derived from kNN and
SIM. The distribution of observed and imputed (kNN or SIM) values for the TMs found in 6 DAFs (B) and the LIMs
and UMs found in the 10 typical DAFs (C).
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Abstract
Batch effects are inevitable in metabolomics studies, manifested as signal drifts between or within
analysis batches, lowering the power of the statistical analysis. Although several batch-correction
approaches have been proposed, there are no commonly acceptable evaluation criteria to select the
optimal batch correction strategy. Current evaluation tools emphasize between batch effects removal
while failing to address the within batch effects, and the implemented correction approaches do not cover
the commonly used strategies. Here, we present two unbiased and independent criteria for between batch
effects evaluation by comparing the six reported evaluation approaches on two datasets and propose one
measurement for the within batch effects assessment. The utility of the evaluation system was
demonstrated by comparing seven commonly used batch correction methods on four datasets, and an
online tool was developed for public use. The systematic evaluation criteria and the easy to use tool will
contribute to lowering the impact of batch effects and improving the robustness of the statistical analysis.

Keywords
Between batch effects, Within batch effects
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Introduction
Untargeted metabolomic studies aim at measuring as many metabolites as possible in a large number
of samples to provide comprehensive profiling of small molecules in a biological system 1. In a largescale metabolomics study, the samples are often analyzed on several different batches, resulting in
batch effects in MS signals related to the experimental batches and injection orders Goh et al. 2. The
batch effects are largely composed of two parts: the between batch effect and the within batch effect
3

or injection order variation 4. The between batch effects are systematic differences caused by the

independent acquisition of samples in various running batches, while the within batch effects are
often observed as the changes in the MS signal response over injection order in the same batch. Since
the statistical analysis without proper management of batch effect may lead to biased conclusion, one
critical step of the metabolomic data analysis is to remove these batch effects without distributing the
real biological variance.

To check for the existence and assess the removal of batch effects, two main strategies have been
proposed: the quality control (QC) sample-based approach and real sample-based measurement.
During data acquisition, the real samples from the same biological group are randomly assigned to
different batches, while the QC sample, the pooling of all the real samples, is analyzed at a constant
interval of real samples. Since the QC samples are technical replicates, the MS signals are assumed
to be consistent. Accordingly, three measurements are proposed for batch effects assessment based
on QC samples, including (a) the method’s capability of reducing the relative standard deviation
(RSD) for MS features in QC samples
principal component analysis (PCA)

4-6

4-7

; (b) the distribution of QC samples in the score plot of

, and (c) improvement of the correlation coefficients among
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the QC samples 4, 5. Since the real samples are randomly assigned into different batches, there should
not be obvious differences among them, and three measurements were proposed based on this
hypothesis, including (d) the distances of batch clusters in the PCA score plot7, 8; (e) the improvement
of the variance between biological groups and the reduction of variance within biological groups

8, 9

;

(f) the classification accuracy of the sample groups 6. A fundamental question is whether all these
measurements provide unbiased and independent evaluation? It is necessary to select optimal criteria
because calculating all these measurements is impractical, and these measurements may provide
conflicting results. Furthermore, all these measurements emphasize the approaches’ ability to remove
the between batch effects, while failing to assess the effects of within batch effects removal, which
also affects the consistency and accuracy of the measurements 4. Above all, a set of evaluation criteria
that fairly and systematically assess the removal of both the between and within batch effects is
needed.

Currently, several approaches have been developed to remove the batch effects. One of the commonly
used approaches is to include internal standards, in which the batch effects could be estimated by
calibrating the signals of these internal standards10. However, it is difficult to select a group of internal
standards that can fit all metabolites. QC samples-based approaches are also widely adopted, the QCRLSC 11, and QC-SVR 12, 13 are two representative approaches. These methods basically model the
variation of the MS features in QC sample as batch effects and extract them from the test samples.
There are also some QC-independent approaches, such as Combat 14, Limma 15, Surrogate Variable
Analysis (SVA)

16

and Ber

17

. Most of them adopt two-way ANOVA, while Combat applies an

empirical Bayes method to calibrate MS signals in a linear model that contains both biological and
batch covariates. Besides, Karpievitch et al. 18 proposed a singular value decomposition-based method,
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EigenMS, to deal with batch effects in metabolomics and proteomics datasets. Due to the variance of
batch effects in different datasets and the theories behind the correction strategies vary, the
performance of these batch effects correction approaches may vary a lot in different datasets, and
there is no single solution to batch effects correction. It is important to select the optimal batch
correction approach to ensure the robustness of the statistical analysis.

Although a series of batch effects correction approaches and evaluation measurements have been
reported, the options for the batch effects correction in the commonly used integrated pipelines, such
as MetaboAnalyst19, metabox20 and metaX21, are often limited without systematic evaluation (Table
1). Some evaluation tools, such as the BatchQC 5 and MetaboDrift 22, have been reported to select the
right batch correction strategy. In MetaboDrift, three QC-sample based approaches, including QUAD,
CUBSPL and LOESS, are available, while in BatchQC, the Combat and SVA are implemented.
Neither MetaboDrift nor BatchQC covered all the commonly used correction approaches. Besides,
the evaluation criteria used in these tools did not account for the removal of the within-batch effects.
Hence, an easy to use tool to implement and evaluate the commonly used batch effects correction
strategies is needed.

In this study, we compared the six reported measurements to batch effects correction and selected
two unbiased criteria for the between batch effects evaluation. A systematic evaluation model was
built by combining the two selected criteria for between batch effects assessment and one
measurement for within batch effects evaluation. The evaluation model was further applied to assess
the performance of seven commonly used batch effects correction methods on four real datasets. The
results showed that the no individual method always outstands other approaches in between batch
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effects removal, while the QCRSC and SVR are always the best for the within batch effects removal
on the four datasets. Finally, we propose an online tool, batch correction for metabolomics (BCM),
for the public to perform batch effects evaluation in metabolomics datasets, and the tool was
maintained at http://metax.genomics.cn/BCM.

Methods
Metabolomics data sets
In this study, four metabolomics datasets generated from different sample types with various number
of batches were used to evaluate the batch effects correction approaches (Table 2). Dataset 1 was the
metabolomic profiles of 102 human serum samples with/without Coronary heart disease

23

. The

samples were randomly assigned into two batches and were acquired on an LTQ Orbitrap instrument
(Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA) in the positive mode. Dataset 2 was the profiling of plasma
metabolites in 258 samples, which were randomly divided into 6 batches

24

. The samples coming

from three biological groups were acquired on a YNAPT G2 XS QTOF (Waters, UK) instrument in
the negative mode. Dataset 3 contains the lipidomic profiles of 90 human plasma, 45 psoriasis patients
and 45 healthy control. The plasma samples were randomized and distributed into two batches: 40 in
batch 1 and 50 in batch 2, and the data were produced in the positive mode with a SYNAPT G2 XS
QTOF (Waters, UK) 25. Dataset 4 was the metabolomic profiles of 134 heart tissues of sheep 26. The
samples coming from the 2 biological groups were randomly divided into 8 batches and acquired on
a hybrid 7-T Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance mass spectrometer (LTQ FT Ultra, Thermo
Fisher Scientific, Bremen, Germany). In all four datasets, the quality control (QC) samples were
prepared by mixing all the study samples and injection at a constant interval.
Batch effects correction methods
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Seven commonly used batch effects correction approaches were tested and evaluated, including two
QC-based approaches, QCRSC and QCSVR, three ANOVA-based approaches, including Limma,
Ber and SVA, two other methods Combat and EigenMS. Several R packages were implemented to
perform the batch correction, including the removeBatcheffects function in limma 27 R package, the
sva 28 for the SVA and Combat function, the Ber

29

package for the Ber function. The QCRSC and

QCSVR were achieved through in-house scripts; the span value in the LOESS regression of QCRSC
was set to be 0.5.
Criteria used for the evaluation of batch effects correction
A total of six between and one within batch effects removal measurements were used in this study.
Criterion a: the mean RSD of the MS features in the QC samples. The RSD of a MS feature is
calculated by dividing the standard deviation of MS intensities to the mean MS intensity. The lower
the mean RSD is, the better the batch effects are removed. Criteria b: the tightness of the QC samples
in the PCA plot. The removal of the batch effects would improve the consistency among the QC
samples, and thus, the QC samples would be tightly clustered. The quantitative measurement of the
tightness is calculated by dividing the area of the QC samples on the PCA plot to that of all the
samples. Criteria c: the improvement of the correlation coefficients among the QC samples. The
higher the mean correlation coefficient is, the higher the QC samples are correlated, indicating that
the batch effects are better removed. Criteria d: the overlap of samples from different batches on the
PCA plot. Since the samples from the same biological group are randomly distributed on different
batches, these samples from different batches should overlap well without the existence of batch
effects. The extent of the overlap could be used to measure the batch effects. Criteria e: the difference
of samples from different batches tested by ANOVA. The ANOVA tested whether the MS features
in samples of the same biological group from different batches were significantly differential. The
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ratio of the MS features that are identified as differential could be used to assess the extent of batch
effects, with a high ratio indicating severe batch effects and a low ratio meaning minor batch effects.
The within-batch effects are assessed using the QC samples, which are technical replicates and their
intensities are expected to remain unchanged during the acquisition. If the MS signals of QC samples
are highly correlated with the injection order, with a coefficient higher than 0.6 or lower than -0.6,
this is taken to signify obvious within batch effects. The ratio of MS features highly correlated with
the injection order could serve as the quantitative measurement of the within batch effects, with a
lower ratio indicating low and a high ratio meaning high batch effects. All the evaluation criteria were
achieved with in-house scripts.

Implementation of the online tool
The BCM was built based on Shiny, a R package for developing interactive interface application. The
source code of BCM is uploaded into Github at http://metax.genomics.cn/BCM. BCM could be
accessed through serval browsers, including Internet Explorer, Firefox, and Safari, without a login
requirement. The input files required are a sample-MS feature matrix in csv format and a sample
information table in txt format. In the sample information table, the sample names, batch information,
group information, and the injection orders should be provided in the first column, and the column
title should be named as “sample”, “batch”, “class” and “order” respectively. In the sample-feature
matrix, the mass-to-ratio value and the retention time should be provided in the first two columns,
which must be named as “mz” and “RT”, the third to the last column in the first row are sample names.
Each row represents a MS feature, with the mass-to-ratio and retention time in the first column and
intensities in the rest columns. Besides, an example dataset strictly following the above-mentioned
requirements is provided in the Tutorial panel test purpose.
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Results and Discussion:
1. Evaluation of the batch effects measurements
As mentioned in the “Introduction” section, a total of six measurements for assessing the performance
of batch effects removal have been proposed. To explore whether these measurements provide
unbiased and independent evaluation, we compared the consistency of the six measurements to the
seven batch effects correction methods on datasets 2 and 4. As shown in Figure 1, the performances
of the seven batch correction methods were distinguishable based on the criteria a, b, d and e but not
c and f. Criterion c measured the mean correlation coefficients between the QC samples, which were
0.96-0.99 in dataset 4 and 0.98-0.99 in dataset 2. As shown in Supplemental Figure 1, the batch PCA
plot of the dataset 2 showed that there were significant batch effects in the raw dataset and the Combat
and Limma eliminated these batch effects, while the mean correlation coefficients of the QC samples
in the raw and corrected datasets were all 0.98. Since the QC samples were technical replicates, they
were highly correlated even in the raw datasets, making them sometimes indistinguishable. On the
other hand, criterion f measured the classification accuracy of the sample groups, which were all 1 in
dataset 4 and 0.27-0.44 in dataset 2. The class PCA plots showed that the two biological groups of
datasets 4 were completely separated from each other (Supplemental Figure 2), while the three groups
of datasets 2 overlapped extensively in both the raw and corrected datasets (Supplemental Figure 3).
Since some other factors, such as the true biological difference, sometimes have a higher impact on
the classification accuracy than the selection of batch correction approaches, and it is impractical to
define to what extent should the ideal batch effects correction improve the classification accuracy,
the classification accuracy is not an ideal batch correction performance measurements.
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Another interesting phenomenon is that the criterion a and b, which measure the mean CV of the QC
samples and the tightness of QC samples on a PCA plot were highly consistent and dependent, with
a correlation coefficient of 0.95 on dataset 4 and 0.93 on dataset 2, which is not surprising because
both criteria measure how the correction methods improve the consistency among the QC samples.
According to these two measurements, the QCRSC and the QCSVR were the best approaches on both
datasets as these two approaches resulted in the lowest CV and smallest QC clusters on the PCA plot.
However, they were not the best in the other criteria, such as criterion d and e. For example, as shown
in Supplemental Figure 1, the QCRSC did not completely remove the between batch effects on dataset
2 as the samples from the batch 1 and 2 did not completely overlap with samples from other batches,
while all the batches completely overlapped in the Combat corrected dataset. The inconsistency
between criteria a, b and criteria d, e was caused by the fact that the QC-based approaches remove
the batch effects through eliminating the variation in QC samples, making these methods to
outperform other methods, such as the Combat. However, there is no guarantee that QC-based
approaches better remove the batch effects in both the QC and real samples. Criterion d measures the
overlap of all samples from different batches on the PCA plots, which is a measurement at the whole
dataset level, while criterion e calculates how correction eliminates the variation within biological
groups from a single MS feature level. These two criteria were relatively unbiased and independent
and were suggested for evaluation.

2. Evaluation of between batch effects removal
Based on the comparison above, the criteria d and e were unbiased and independent measurements
for batch effects removal. We further evaluate the seven batch effects correction approaches on all
the four real datasets. As shown in Figure 2, both criteria were distinguishable among different
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methods on the four datasets and the two measurements were negatively correlated, which is
consistent with the expectation that if the between batch variance was removed, the within replication
variance could also decrease. According to criteria d and e, it seemed that the EigenMS was the best
on all the four datasets for between batch effects removal as it had the highest ratio of batch overlap
and lowest within replicates variation. However, the class PCA plots (Supplemental Figure 1) showed
that the group variance might be increased after the correction as no within-group variance was
observed and the between-group distance was much larger than the rest results. Nygaard et al.
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warned that the methods remove batch effects while retaining group differences may lead to
exaggerated confidence in downstream analyses. Taken dataset 1 as an example, the EigenMS
corrected dataset resulted in exaggerated p-value distribution, with more significantly differential MS
features (Supplemental Figure 4A). The visual comparison of the intensities of five MS features in
the uncorrected and EigenMS corrected datasets showed that there was no difference between the
disease and health group in the uncorrected dataset, while clear separation was observed in the
EigenMS corrected results (Supplemental Figure 4B). This may be caused by the fact that EigenMs
corrects the batch effects by removing all the variations not related to the groups.
Except for EigenMs, there were no approaches that always outperformed the rest on all the four
datasets (Figure 2). For dataset 2 and 3, it is clear that Ber and Limma were the best options as they
had the highest batch overlap, and the lowest within replicates variance on the two datasets
respectively. For dataset 1and 4, the Combat, QCRSC and QCSVR had the highest batch overlap,
while the Combat had the lowest within replications variance compared to that of QCRSC and
QCSVR. Hence the Combat was chosen as the best one for dataset 1 and 4. Due to the variance in the
nature of batch effects, different methods varied a lot in the performance of batch effects correction.
For example, the Limma was best fitted for data set 3 but had a relatively poor performance on dataset
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1. The selection of the batch effects correction methods without systematic evaluation or evaluate
based on the biased criteria may lead to the inappropriate correction results.
It is worth noting that the QCRSC and QCSVR had the best performance on the whole dataset level
in dataset 1 and 4, but not on the MS feature level. This may originate from the fact that the QC
sample could well represent the batch effects on the whole, while not on a few MS features. To
demonstrate this phenomenon, three MS features from dataset 1 were selected and their raw and
corrected intensities generated from different approaches are shown in Supplemental Figure 5. The
samples in dataset 1were divided into two batches, injection 1-57 assigned as batch 1 and 58-138 as
batch 2. Obvious between batch effects were observed in the QC group and the Disease/Healthy group,
while the level of batch effects represented by QC was slightly different from that of the real samples.
For example, in 200.0680023, the fold change of two batches was large in the Disease group while
small in the QC group. Since the QC-based batch effects correction approaches remove the batch
effects by bringing the QC samples to the same level, the differences between two batches in the real
samples could not be completely removed if the batch effects in the real samples were not the same
to that of QC samples. On the one hand, the QC-based approaches performed well in batch overlap
in dataset 1 and 4, indicating most QC samples well represent the batch effects. On the other hand,
the within-group variance indicated that there were in did a few MS features still contain batch effects
after correction, and improvement may be needed to better treat these MS features.

3. Evaluation of the within-batch effects
The above-mentioned evaluation criteria are mostly designed for the measurement of the removal of
the between batch effects, which may be not suitable for assessing the within batch effects removal.
An intuitive way to measure the within batch effects or injection order effects is to use the technical
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replicates, checking how the MS intensities of the technical replicates correlated with the injection
order within batches. Taken dataset 1 as an example, a set of MS features from QC sample were
positively or negatively correlated with the injection order in the raw dataset, indicating the existence
of the within batch effects (Figure 3 A). The heatmap plots of the signal intensities of these MS
features in the seven batch effects corrected datasets were shown in Figure 3 B-H. In the QCRSC and
the QCSVR corrected datasets, none of MS features in the QC samples were correlated with the
injection order, indicating the within batch effects were completely removed, while in the rest
corrected results, only the SVA and the EigenMs corrected datasets partly removed the within batch
effects. The ratio of the MS features in the QC samples that have a correlation coefficient
larger/smaller than 0.6/-0.6 between the MS signals, and the injection order is used as the quantitative
measurement of the within the batch correction. As shown in Figure 3 I, the QCRSC and QCSVR
consistently outstand other approaches with the lowest ratio of MS features correlated with the
injection order. The relatively poor performance of the non-QC-based approaches may be caused by
the fact that the ANOVA-based approaches do not take the injection order effects into consideration,
while the QC-based approaches remove the batch effects by fitting a regression line to the QC samples,
which remove the between and within batch effects at the same time.
4. The online realization and case study of evaluation to batch effects removal
The evidence above showed that performance evaluation for batch effects removal is always needed
and the criteria d and e were preferred measurements for between batch effects removal. Based on
these conclusions, we developed an online tool (Figure 4), called BCM, which is maintained at
http://metax.genomics.cn/BCM. In BCM, six batch correction approaches were implemented,
including QCRSC, QCSVR, Combat, Limma, Ber and SVA. The EigenMs was excluded because of
the high risk of introducing unwanted biological variance. After the data uploading and noise signal
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filtering, the existence of batch effects is firstly checked using the extent of batch overlap, reducing
in within-group variance, and the eliminating of injection order effects. If a considerable degree of
batch effects was detected, as many as six batch effects correction approaches could be available and
their performance could be evaluated using the above mentioned three criteria. All the datasets
generated from different correction approaches could be downloaded and used for further analysis.
Dataset 1 was used as an example to demonstrate the utility of BCM. As shown in Figure 5, the two
batches were apparently separated from each other, with an overlap of 0.2. The evaluation of the six
batch correction approaches showed that the Combat was best at between batch effects removal but
poor in within batch effects removal (Figure 5). The QCRSC and the QCSVR were the best for within
batch effects removal while less satisfied in the between batch effects removal. Although the QCRSC
and QCSVR were not perfect in reducing the within-group variance due to the inconsistency between
the QC and real samples on a few MS features, they still showed good performance on the overall
between batch effects removal as the batch overlap was relatively high. Together with the best
performance in within batch effects removal, the QCRSC and QCSVR were chosen as the optimized
approaches.

Conclusion
In this study, we proposed a systematic model and developed an online tool for better removal of the
batch effects. The systematic model was built based on the selection of two out of six between batch
effects measurements and proposition of a within batch effects assessment. The application of the
evaluation model on four real datasets showed that no commonly used batch effects correction
approaches always outperformed the other on all the four datasets, and a solid evaluation is needed
to determine the best result. With these evaluation criteria and user-friendly online tool, one can easily
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apply different batch effects correct approaches and compare their performance in varies ways. By
better removing the batch effects, this work may help users to achieve more robust statistical
conclusions and thus more reliable biological findings.
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Figures Legends
Figure 1. Comparison of the six measurements to the performance of between effects removal on
dataset 4 (A) and dataset 2 (B).

Figure 2. Evaluation of the seven batch effects correction approaches using criteria d and e on dataset
1-4 (A-D).

Figure 3. Visual comparison of the within batch effects removal performance of None (A), QCRSC
(B), QCSVR (C), Limma (D), Combat (D), SVA (E), EigenMS (F) and Ber(G) on dataset 1. The
quantitative measurement of the within batch effects removal of seven methods on all four datasets
(I).

Figure 4. The workflow of the BCM.

Figure 5. Performance evaluation of seven batch effects correction methods on dataset 1 using BCM.
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Tables
Table1. Qualitative assessment of the existing metabolomics tools for batch effects removal
Batch correction strategies
Tools

Evaluations

Combat

loess

svr

limma

sva

batchratio

EigenMS

Ber

a

b

c

d

e

f

g

BCM

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Metaboanalyst

Y

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

Y

N

N

N

NOREVA

N

Y

N

N

N

N

Y

N

N

N

N

Y

N

N

N

MSPrep

Y

N

N

N

Y

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

metaX

Y

Y

Y

N

N

N

N

N

Y

Y

N

Y

N

N

N

Galax-M

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

MetaboNexus

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

MetMSLine

N

Y

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

Metabox

N

Y

N

N

N

Y

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

statTarget

N

Y

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

MetaboCorr

N

Y

N

N

Y

N

N

N

N

N

N

Y

Y

N

N

BatchQC

Y

N

N

N

Y

N

N

N

N

N

Y

N

N

N

N
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Table 2. The information of the datasets used in this study
Dataset
Sample Type

No. of Samples
No. of Batches

Dataset1
serum
LTQ
Orbitrap
102
2

Biological
Replicates

Disease: 59
Health: 43

Platform

Batches

Batch 1: 41
Batch 2: 61

Dataset2
plasma
SYNAPT G2
XS QTOF
258
6
G1：84
G2：86
G3：88
Batch 1: 60
Batch 2: 57
Batch 3: 48
Batch 4: 59
Batch 5: 60
Batch 6: 40

Dataset3
skin tissue
SYNAPT G2
XS QTOF
90
2

Dataset4
heart tissue
LTQ FT Ultra

Disease: 45
Health: 45

C：66
S：68

Batch 1: 40
Batch 2: 50

Batch 1: 23
Batch 2: 24
Batch 3: 24
Batch 4: 17
Batch 5: 20
Batch 6: 22
Batch 7: 22

134
7
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Figures

Figure 1
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Figure 2
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Figure 3

109

Figure 4

110

Figure 5
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Figure S1. The PCA plots colored in batches of the uncorrected and seven corrected results for dataset
2.

Figure S2. The PCA plots colored in biological groups of the uncorrected and seven corrected results
for dataset 4.

Figure S3. The PCA plots colored in biological groups of the uncorrected and seven corrected results
for dataset 2.

Figure S4. The p-value distribution of all MS features from uncorrected and seven corrected results
from dataset 1 (A). The visual comparison of the intensities distribution of five MS features on the
uncorrected and EigenMS corrected results from dataset 1 (B).

Figure S5. The visual comparison of the intensities distribution of three MS features on the
uncorrected, Combat, QCRSC and QCSVR corrected results from dataset 1.
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Figure S1. The PCA plots colored in batches of the uncorrected and seven corrected results for dataset
2.
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Figure S2. The PCA plots colored in biological groups of the uncorrected and seven corrected results
for dataset 4.
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Figure S3. The PCA plots colored in biological groups of the uncorrected and seven corrected results
for dataset 2.
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Figure S4. The p-value distribution of all MS features from uncorrected and seven corrected results
from dataset 1 (A). The visual comparison of the intensities distribution of five MS features on the
uncorrected and EigenMS corrected results from dataset 1 (B).
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Figure S5. The visual comparison of the intensities distribution of three MS features on the
uncorrected, Combat, QCRSC and QCSVR corrected results from dataset 1.
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ABSTRACT
With the advance in technology, metabolomics is now able to monitor thousands of MS features in
as many as tens of thousands of samples. This presents new challenges in metabolomics data analysis
due to the tremendous noise signals confounding with the real variation. A series of data preprocessing is needed to deal with the unwanted variation, and proper statistical approaches are
required to identify the true biological difference. However, there are many options in each step of
data processing and robust evaluations are needed to figure out the optimal solution, which is an
unmet demand in the existing integrated pipelines. Here we presented an online tool, termed as
MetaboPro, in which multiple evaluations are provided in each step of data processing to ensure the
robustness

of

the

statistical

outcome.

The

MetaboPro

is

available

at

http://metax.genomics.cn/MetaboPro. The utility of MetaboPro was demonstrated using a urine
metabolomics dataset. By reasonable determination of the optimal data processing, the MetaboPro
resulted in a better interpretation of the phenotype. MetaboPro could improve the robustness of the
statistical outcome, thus benefit to more reliable conclusions.

KEYWORDS
Metabolomics pipeline, data processing, evaluation measurements
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INTRODUCTION

Metabolomics aims at revealing the biological response of an organism to different conditions by
quantitative measurement of MS signals from thousands of metabolites [1, 2]. After the sample
collection, metabolite extraction and data acquisition, the raw data files are converted into peak table
through peak picking, and a series of data processing and statistical analysis are implemented to
identify the different abundant MS features (DAF). However, the results of the quantitative analyses
are often hampered by the unwanted variations, such as the experimental variation and the unwanted
biological variation [3]. What’s more, the MS signals are often non-normally distributed and scale
difference is commonly observed among MS features [4, 5]. As a result, the accuracy of the
downstream analysis and the robustness of the differential abundant MS features heavily depends on
the selection of the data pre-processing and statistical analysis. Till now, there is no widely accepted
workflow for the metabolomics data analysis.
To remove these unwanted variations, several data pre-processing steps, including the missing values
imputation, batch effects removal, sample normalization, scaling and transformation are needed
before the statistical analysis. In each sub-steps of data pre-processing, there are several options and
considerations, and the selection of the processing approaches significantly influences the statistical
outcome. For example, Gromski et al. [4] argued the selection of scaling methods greatly influences
the classification accuracy of the supervised multivariate models. Due to the diverse nature of
different datasets, there is no solution to data pre-processing, it is important to try different approaches
and identify the most appropriate result. For example, Scheel et al. [6] claimed that the DAFs are
sensitive to the selection of the imputation approaches and Webb-Robertson et al. [7] evaluated 10
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missing value imputation approaches and concluded that there are no approaches always outstanding
other methods. However, it is difficult for common users to implement and evaluate by themselves.

Nowadays, several integrated pipelines have been developed for metabolomics analysis, such as the
MeltDB [8], MetaboAnalyst [9], metaX [10], Workflow4Metabolomics [11] and MetFlow [12]
(Table 1). However, there are two limitations of these pipelines. Firstly, in most pipelines, a limited
number of data preprocessing approaches were included. For example, in the MetFlow, only Mean,
Median and Toal intensity normalization approaches are implemented, while the commonly used
PQN, VSN and Quantile are not included. Secondly, no or limited evaluations are provided to guide
users to select the best approaches. For example, in MetaboAnalyst, there are six approaches for
missing value imputation without guidance for method selection. It is very difficult for the common
users to determine which combination is the best one and to validate the missing values are properly
processed. Herein, we developed MetaboPro as a comprehensive and integrated online tool, in which
multiple data processing and statistical options have been implemented and comprehensive
evaluations are provided in each sub-steps of data processing to aid the robust statistical analysis.

IMPLEMENTATION

A workflow of the data process and statistical analysis using in MetaboPro is shown in Figure 1. After
the data uploading, a series of data processing, including the missing value imputation, batch effects
removal and sample normalization approaches are employed to obtain clean data without unwanted
variations. The scaling and transformation are further applied to the clean data to better fit the
requirements of the statistical analysis. The commonly used univariate and multivariate analysis, such
as the Students T-test, Wilcox test, PCA, clustering, PLSDA, and OPLSDA are implemented to
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obtain the DAFs. In each step of the data processing and statistical analysis, multiple options are
implemented, and systematic evaluations are provided to determine the optimal result.

Missing value processing

Missing values are commonly observed in metabolomics datasets with several origins. Missing values
are processed in two steps: firstly, the MS features with more than 50% missing values in the QC or
real samples are discarded. Secondly, the remaining missing values are imputed by multiple
approaches. Due to the complexity of the missing mechanism in metabolomics datasets, there is no
single solution for missing values imputation. A total of 5 imputation approaches, including bPCA,
pPCA, SVD [13], kNN and LLS [14], are implemented and their performances are assessed through
imputation accuracy. The imputation accuracy measures the consistency of the imputed and observed
values in the biological replications, which is calculated as the ratios between the means of the
imputed and observed values from samples of the same biological group.

Batch effects removal

Batch effects are the variation origins from the independent acquisition of the samples in different
batches and the experimental variation associated with the injection order. Seven batch effects
removal approaches were implemented in MetaboPro, namely, BatchRatio, QCRSC [1], QCSVR [15],
Combat [16], SVA [17], Limma [18] and EigenMS [19]. The consistency of the samples from the
same biological group, which are randomly assigned into different batches, was used to assess the
performance of between batch effects removal. Specifically, two measurements based on this
hypothesis were proposed, (a) the ratio of MS features that are identified as differential between two
batches in the replication samples; (b) the overlap of samples from different batches on the score plot
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of the principal component analysis [20]. As for the within batch effects estimation, the ratio of MS
features whose intensities are highly correlated with the injection order, with a coefficient higher than
0.6 or lower than -0.6, is being used to quantitively measure the within batch effects.

Sample normalization

Biological samples, especially the urine, tissue and cell samples, often suffer from the concentration
difference. In other words, the same volume and some weight of samples could not ensure the same
total amount of metabolites. Five commonly used sample normalization approaches, including SUM,
Median [21], VSN [22], Quantile [23] and PQN [24] normalization are implemented in MetaboPro.
The optimal sample normalization approach is determined according to (1) the reducing of the withingroup variance and (2) the improvement of the classification accuracy [25]. The assumption behind
the evaluations is that if the samples are more comparable, the within-group variance could be lower
and the classification accuracy of the supervised model could be higher. In MetaboPro, the withingroup variance is measured as the mean of the relative standard deviation of MS features in samples
of the same biological group, and the classification accuracy is estimated based on the PCA-LDA
model.

Data quality assessment

High data quality is the base for the robust statistical outcome. In MetaboPro, a dataset could be
classified as high quality and reproducibility if it could pass all the following three criteria [10], (1)
more than 60% of the MS features in QC samples with a relative standard deviation (RSD) lower
than 0.3, (2) the QC sample are tightly clustered in the PCA score plot without outliers and (3) the
mean correlation coefficients among QC samples higher than 0.9.
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Transformation and scaling

The distribution of the MS intensities is often the left-censored, which does not fit the assumption of
several statistical analyses. A total of three transformations, namely, log, cubic and power
transformation are implemented in MetaboPro. The Shapiro-Wilk's test is used to determine the ratio
of MS features following normal distribution after transformation and the one with the highest ratio
of normally distributed MS features is selected as the optimal transformation. Due to the difference
in ionization and responding rates, the MS signals of different MS features varied a lot from each
other, and a few MS features may be several times of scales larger than the rest MS features. This
scale difference, which is not a reflection of the true biological concentration, causes the dominate
effects of multivariate analysis and lowers the robustness of the statistical outcome [5]. Five scaling
approaches, including, Auto, Pareto, Level, Range and Vast [5] are implemented in MetaboPro. The
necessity of the scaling is determined upon the existence of the dominant effects on the principal
component model. If the contribution of MS features on PCA loadings is strongly correlated with the
MS intensities, the scaling is necessary.

Univariate analysis

The foldchange analysis and hypothesis test are included in the univariate analysis. The workflow of
the hypothesis testing is adapted from Vinaixa’s suggestions [26] with slight modification. Firstly,
the ratios of the MS features following the normal distribution is used to determine the parameter and
non-parameter tests. If more than 50% of the MS features are normally distributed, the Students t-test
is suggested, otherwise, the Mann-Whitney U test is adopted. Secondly, the paired and the unpaired
test is determined according to the experimental design. The paired information table could be needed
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if the paired test is selected. Lastly, false discovery is estimated. The volcano plot is provided to
demonstrate the result of the univariate analysis.

Multivariate analysis

Two unsupervised multivariate approaches are implemented, including the principal component
analysis (PCA) and the clustering analysis. The supervised multivariate approaches, including the
partial least square discriminate analysis (PLS-DA) and the orthogonal projections to latent structures
discriminant analysis (OPLSDA), are implemented in MetaboPro. To avoid overfitting, the
supervised models are validated through 200 times permutation test.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Datasets

To illustrate the utility of the MetaboPro, an untargeted metabolomic profiling of urine samples from
59 CHD patients and 43 healthy controls [27] was used for demonstration purpose. The data was
acquired with an LTQ Orbitrap instrument (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA) in positive
mode. The raw mzXML files were available from the Dryad Digital Repository and the peak picking
was conducted using XCMS [28].

Missing value processing

The data integrate check showed that 5% of the values were missed and the healthy group contained
more missing values than the other groups (Figure 2A). After the processing of TMs and LIMs, 2%
of the missing values remained and were evenly distributed on the whole dataset (Figure 2B). Four
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commonly used approaches were used to impute the UMs and the performances of these imputation
approaches were estimated through imputation accuracy. As shown in Figure 2 C, the boxplot of the
ratios between the imputed and observed values showed that most of the bPCA, pPCA and SVD
imputed values were apparently larger than the observed values. The kNN and the LLS imputed
values were comparable to the observed values, and the kNN was selected as the optimal one as the
imputed values of kNN were closer to the observed values.

Removal of the unwanted variation

The unwanted variation often confounder the true biological variation and could be divided into two
classes: the unwanted experimental and biological variation. The boxplot of all the MS features in
the QC samples indicated the existence of obvious between and within batch effects as the total
sample intensities distribution was different between two batches and a decreasing trend in both
batches was observed (Figure 3 A). Six batch effects removal approaches were applied and compared
with respect to the three criteria. As shown in Figure 3B, the samples from different batches in the
QCRSC, Ber and Combat corrected results were highly overlapped, while in the QCRSC corrected
result no MS features was differentially expressed among batches or correlated with the injection
order. The results showed that the QCRSC performed the best in both the between and within batch
effects removal.

After the batch effects removal, we further examined the comparability among samples. As shown in
Figure 3 C, the total metabolite amounts varied a lot among different samples, properly due to the
dilution effects. Four sample normalization approaches were applied to remove the unwanted
biological variation and compared. The classification accuracy of the uncorrected dataset was around
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0.6, while that of the VSN and the Quantile normalized datasets were higher than 0.7 (Figure 3 D).
The CVs of the MS features in samples from the same group were the lowest on the VSN normalized
dataset, followed by the Quantile dataset (Figure 3 E). In consistence with the decreasing of withingroup variance, the samples from the same biological group were more tightly clustered on the PCA
score plots than the uncorrected dataset (Figure 3 F). Based on the evaluation above, the VSN was
the best option for improving the comparability among samples.

Data quality assessment

After the removal of the unwanted variation, the dataset was checked for quality and reproducibility.
As shown in Figure 4 A, as much as 75% of the MS features in the QC samples had a relative standard
deviation lower than 0.3. The QC samples were tightly clustered on the PCA score plot (Figure 4 B).
The cluster analysis showed that the QC samples from the two batches were mixed with each other
(Figure 4 C) and the mean correlation coefficient was 0.91. Based on these measurements, we
concluded that the data showed high reproducibility.

Transformation and Scaling adjustment

A clean dataset was obtained after batch effects removal and sample normalization, and the ShapiroWilk test showed that less than 10% of the MS features from the Disease and Health group followed
the normal distribution (Figure 5 B), which does not fit the assumptions of some statistical analysis,
such as the T-test. The application of three transformations greatly improved the ratio of normally
distributed MS features. More than 65% of the MS features in the Log transformed dataset followed
the normal distribution, which was higher than that of the Cubic and Power transformed datasets.
Thus, the Log transformation was set as the optimal option. Since the Log transformation could also
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reduce the scale difference, we further investigated the necessity of scaling by checking the existence
of dominate effects. The PCA score plot of the Log transformed datasets and the correlation between
the MS intensities and contribution on loadings were shown in Figure 5 C and D. The contributions
of MS features on the loadings were not correlated with their MS intensities, indicating the nonexistence of the domination effects caused by the scale difference. The PCA score plot of the auto,
pareto, range scaled datasets were similar to that of none scaled data, while the samples could not be
completely separated after vast and level scaling (Figure 5 C and D). Since there was no scale
difference observed on the Log transformed dataset and the application of scaling approaches did not
improve the statistical outcome, we suggested using the Log transformed dataset for further statistical
analysis.

Univariate and multivariate statistical analysis

The log-transformed data was used for the statistical analysis and the QC samples were removed
before the univariate and multivariate analysis. For the univariate analysis, the raw MS intensities in
the clean data were used for the foldchange analysis while the Log transformed dataset was used for
Students’ t-test due to the fact that more than 65% of the MS features followed the normal distribution
after log transformation. The volcano plot was used to demonstrate the differential abundant MS
features of univariate analysis (Figure 6 A). The PCA showed the samples from the two biological
groups were completely separated from each other on PC1 and the within-group variance of the
Disease group was larger than the Health group (Figure 6 B). The score plot of the PLS-DA model
was shown in Figure 6 D and the R2Y and Q2 of the PLSDA were 0.96 and 0.88 respectively,
indicating good representation of the phenotype and predictive ability. To validate the PLSDA was
not overfitted, 200 times permutation tests were performed. The R2Y and Q2 of the random model
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were significantly lower than the real model (Figure 6 E), indicating the PLS-DA model was not
overfitted. Following the criteria of 1) foldchange >1.2 or <0.083 and 2) BH corrected p-value <0.05
and 3) VIP >1, 68 DAFs were identified (Figure 6 F).

For instance, in the original work of the coronary heart disease (CHD) study, the PCA analysis was
applied to the urine samples from the disease and health group. The samples of the two groups could
not be separated on the first components but on the second components and the PC1 and 2 only
explained 24% of the total variance, indicating the existing of noise signals and variances unrelated
to the experimental design. While in MetaboPro, after careful execution of data processing and
pretreatment, the PCA model could explain as much as 38% of the total variance and the samples
from the two groups were nicely separated on the first component. The improvement of the statistical
outcome could be a result of better implementation of the data processing, which better interpreted
the biological phenotype.

CONCLUSIONS
The main challenge of untargeted metabolomics data analysis is to remove the unwanted variations
and noises to reveal the real biological difference. In this study, we proposed an integrated pipeline
which guides the users go through the data analysis step-by-step and in each step, we provide the
assessment to the necessity of certain data processing, the performance evaluation of the commonly
used approaches and assessment to whether the unwanted variation is removed or not. The statistical
outcome of the demo dataset showed that through careful evaluation in each step of processing, we
could better recover the real biological difference. The MetaboPro is powerful in statistical analysis
and easy to use with an interactive interface. Therefore, MetaboPro could greatly improve the
interpretation and advance the development of untargeted metabolomics data analysis.
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Figure legends
Figure1. The workflow of MetaboPro.
Figure2. Evaluation of missing value imputation. The distribution of missing values before (A) and
after (B) processing of TMs and LIMs. The comparison of the imputation accuracy of five
imputation approaches to UMs (C).
Figure3. Evaluation of the removal of unwanted variation. The existence of the batch effects (A) and
the comparison of six batch effects correction approaches (B). The assessment of the comparability
among real samples (C). The comparison of four sample normalization approaches with respect to
the classification accuracy (D) and reducing of the within-group variance (E). The influence of
selection of sample normalization approaches on the PCA analysis.
Figure 4. Data quality assessment. The relative standard deviation of MS features from the QC
sample (A). The distribution of the QC samples on the PCA score plot (B) and the correlation matrix
of the QC samples (C).
Figure 5. Assessment of the scaling and transformation. The p-value distribution (A) and the ratio
of normally distributed MS feature (B) of the clean datasets and three transformed datasets. The
PCA score plot (C) and loading pot (D) of the Log transformed datasets and five scaled datasets.
Figure 6. The univariate and multivariate analysis. Volcano plot (A), PCA score plot (B) and
clustering analysis to the differential abundant MS features (C). Score plot (D) and the permutation
test (E) of the PLS-DA model. The overlap of the differential abundant MS features of the univariate
and multivariate analysis (F).
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Table 1. Qualitative assessment of existing integrated metabolomics pipelines
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